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READERS
COMMENTS
Sandlapper welcomes letters to
the editor on matters of general interest. We ask that the letters be
held to 150 words or less. Excerpts
from this month's letters are presented below.

I was delighted to receive this
week the first issue of my new subscription to "Sandlapper," a most
attractive publication on which you
certainly deserve congratulations. I
have been very favorably impressed
with not only ["Sandlapper's"] interesting contents but also with its
attractive make-up, photography
and a size of type adequate for the
oldster, the youngster and even the
visually impaired, perhaps.
Mrs. Marion Manning Hiers
Bennettsville, South Carolina

This letter is to commend your
recognition of Gen. Jacob E. Smart.
The article was necessarily short,
but gave an excellent thumb nail
sketch of this amazing gentleman.
My family and I had the pleasure of
knowing him during his last tour of
duty in Japan. He represented the
epitome in leadership, thoughtfulness toward all, diplomacy and tact.
Above all he was always a gentleman and above par as a host. I am
happy that, through your magazine,
more South Carolinians can come
to know and appreciate him.
Fitz Gerald Taylor
Colonel, USAF (Ret)
Tucson, Arizona

I want to thank you, Paul Trescot and Dewey Swain for wonderful pictures and story about our
home.
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W.R. Willauer
Sullivan's Island, South Carolina

It gave me the greatest pleasure,
having been a childhood resident of
Graniteville, S.C., to read the excellent article about Graniteville,
past and present, by Lillian Lewis
Trotter in the June 1969 issue of
your magazine.

Lew LS. Cate
New York, New York

In the August issue of "Sandlapper," I read with interest "A
New Harvest for The Elms" and I
quote from same, "sources indicate
that only one other hatchment exists in the United States."
Quoting from a brochure obtained on a recent visit to Shirley
Plantation, Charles City, Virginia:
"A pair of diamond-shaped Hill
hatchments-family emblems displayed at funerals in England as late
as the early 1700's-hang prominently in the handsome home,
along with a dozen family portraits,
furniture, and an outstanding collection of English Silver."
The original owners of the plantation were the Hills and Carters.
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Mrs. Le Roy Anderson
Newberry, South Carolina

While reading Cousin Claudia
Baily Kizer's story in last month's
issue, I was reminded of the family
tale often told to me by my aunt.
The story goes like this:
W. Augustus Black enlisted on
June 22, 1861, at Columbia, in a
company known as .t he Boykin
Rangers, commanded by Capt. A.H.
Boykin, of Camden. This company
went to Manassas and participated
in the battle there. It was then
attached to the Davis Legion, and
later to the Hampton Legion, forming a part of the Second South
Carolina Regiment commanded by
Gen. M.C. Butler. After taking part
in all the hard fought battles that

HOLIDAY INN
Clemson, S. C.
.:..:..:..:•:..:..:..:..:•: :•:•:••: !•!•!!•!•!•!•!•!•!
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For banquet and room
reservations call
803-654-4450
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Mrs. McNair does.
Do you?

Mrs. Robert E. McNair, South Carolina's First
Lady, depends on Piazza 52 Boutique to help
her be a well-dressed, fashionabe representative of her state, no matter what or where
the official function might be.
Maybe the most exciting event on your social
calendar is a Saturday night spaghetti supper
with the couple next door. And maybe clothes
are 'way down on your list of budget items.
No matter. You can depend on Piazza 52
Boutique, too. You'll find high fashion for
fall and winter wearing som e very modest
price tags there.

Mrs. M cNair is pictured i11 th e Bridal Cons11lta11t's 1·00111 wearing Gayle Kirkpatrick's
all-over-sequined white cocktail dress. It
featm·<'s a beaded neckline and cuff. A round
$230. Th e fw· is a fnll-l ength, full-skinned
11atnral Tou rnali11e miuk d<'8ig11ed by nn Vinci.
.4 b011t $2 ,500.

HIGHWAY 52, MONCKS CORNER, S. C . MONDAY-SATURDAY 10 AM· 6 PM TEL. (803) 899-6300
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regiment was engaged in, Mr. Black
was detailed as a scout by Generals
Stuart and Hampton in December
of 1863, and he served in this
capacity until he was taken prisoner
by the enemy.
A detachment from two companies was sent to establish a picket
post, but the men encountered an
overwhelming force of the Federals
and were forced to retire. While retreating rapidly, the enemy close
behind, Mr. Black's horse could not
keep up the pace, having been faithfully serving him day and night for
a week, and the enemy overtook
and forced Mr. Black to surrender.
He had some important despatches
in his possession at the time, which
he determined the enemy should
not secure. They had taken him
near a camp fire and he knew that
at any moment he would be examined and quick action was necessary
to save the documents and do his
part to save the land he loved. Pretending that his body was itching
he commenced scratching and in
this way he managed to get his
hand into his pocket without arousing suspicion. Stepping quickly to
the fire he threw the despatches
into it, thus destroying them.
With other prisoners he was sent
to Camp Chase, Ohio (where my
great-grandfather, John Henry
Behling would soon visit, also). At
first the meals were adequate but
soon the rations were cut and he
nearly starved, becoming thin and
moon-blind for lack of nourishment. He used his time making and
carving rings and trinkets of bone
which he sold to get money with
which to buy something to eat.
After seven months the prisoners, about one thousand men,
were ordered sent to Fort Delaware, but when they reached
Columbus, Ohio, they were ordered
back to Camp Chase, having to
walk all the way. A week later they
made the trip to Fort Delaware.
When the ship neared the fort,
Black and his companions went on
deck to see their new quarters and
gazed with loathing at the dark,
dismal fort with its gloomy walls
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from which large guns frowned
down upon them.
Shortly afterwards Black became
ill with rheumatism, caused by the
exposure he had to endure. He engaged a man to place him in a tub
of hot water every night. Often the
man had the water too hot but
would put Black in it and go off to
attend to some other work. Unable
to get out of the tub by himself, he
had to suffer helplessly. The skin
came off his back and limbs, but
this harsh treatment cured him, and
with returning health he began devising means of escape.
About this time an exchange of
prisoners began, but as they were
exchanging men from the west, and
he was from the south, this did not
offer much chance of getting away.
One day he went to the barracks
where the exchange was taking
place and asked a man from the
west to give him the name of some
western man who had died in
prison, explaining that he planned
to use the name to escape. Before
the westerner could answer, the
Federal officer began calling the
name of Treadway, of Arkansas,
and the westerner whispered to
Black to answer to that name. Although six months in a damp and
cold dungeon, on bread and water,
was the penalty if detected, Black
answered in a firm voice "Here!"
"What regiment?" asked the officer.
"Second Arkansas," answered
Black, who was prompted by his
friend. Black's nerves were further
taxed by sounds of whispering
among the westerners, all of whom
knew that Treadway had died in
prison. As a final ordeal he had to
sign his name on a piece of paper
before all the men. He succeeded,
however, and a few days later got
aboard the transfer ship without
arousing suspicion.
He hid himself in the darkest
spot he could find, and finally arrived in Richmond. From there he
went to Columbia, South Carolina,
walking most of the way. When he
got home he knocked at the door
and his mother answered the call.
He asked for a piece of bread for a
October, 1969
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poor soldier and his mother, not
recognizing him, turned to get some
food for him. He stepped into the
hall, placed his satchel on the floor
and said to it: "I have walked many
miles to put you there!" At that
moment his mother recognized him
and with outstretched arms and
tears of joy she welcomed her
soldier boy home.
Mr. Black intended rejoining the
army, but the war ended two weeks
after he reached Columbia.
W. Augustus Black married Virginia Avinger Shuler-first cousin to
my great-grandmother (Susan Margaret Avinger Irick).

Next Month m
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PORT ROY AL'S
CRABBING INDUSTRY
By DEAN J. POUCHER

Al Behling
Wofford College Sophomore
from St. George, South Carolina

TURKEY
PRODUCTION
IN THE
PALMETTO STATE
By CHARLES F. RISHER

RESIDENTIAL

i,.r

THE CAROLINA TWINS
By EUGENE WARNER

SALES AND RENTALS

SALLEY CHITLIN STRUT

COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES

By PAT WILLIAMS

Member o f

Lis ting

THEM PURTY WORDS
Speech Therapy

Servic e

By CATHERINE H. LEWIS

Mu lt iple

and many other interesting articles
1400 Laurens Road
Box 8244 - Station A
Phone 803 - 239-1346
Greenville, South Carolina 29607
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
• Art
• Music
• Lectures

• Theatre
• Sports
• Music

• Entertainment
• Fairs
• Flower Shows
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BANKAMERICARD.
BankAmericard presents the Beat of The Brass! Enjoy the excitement of Herb
Alpert and the Tijuana Brass Wednesday, October 29th, at 9 p. m. on NBC
Television. Also, a special Tijuana Brass album is now on sale at South Carolina
National and other South Carolina BankAmericard banks for just $1.25!

© BankAmerica Service Corporation, 1958. 1969. • Servicemarks owned and licensed by BankAmerica Service Corporation.

Long Cane Creek Bridge, in McCormick
County, was built by a farmer in 1892.

8

-Photo by Ernest Ferguson
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By Charles E. Thomas

THE

KISSING
BRIDGES
overed bridges intrigue and interest a greater

C

cross section of people than almost any other

structure.

The peace-seeking fisherman, the city

dweller in waders, the lad in blue jeans with cane fishing pole, the bird watcher and the nature lover-all
of these have their place in the lore surrounding the
covered bridge, thus rendering it a fascinating and
fabled object.
South Carolina has but five covered bridges remaining from the dozen or more that served traffic in
horse-and-buggy and oxcart days.

•

•

South Carolina has only five rema1n1ng
covered bridges; one of these is in dire
need of preservation.
October, 1969
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-Photo courtesy Southern Covered Bridge Association

rather's Bridge in Oconee
County, perhaps the state's
most historic, is located between Westminster, South Carolina,
and Toccoa, Georgia, on Secondary
Road 160. It spans the scenic Tugaloo River, which forms the boundary of the two states in this Piedmont area.
"The World Guide to Covered
Bridges" lists Prather's Bridge as
"Two spans, 158 feet long. Town
lattice truss, over Tugaloo River
connecting South Carolina and
Georgia." It is now by-passed with
a concrete bridge, built quite near
the historic covered bridge. When
still in use as recently as 1964,
Prather's Bridge was posted for a
weight of five tons. It had a clearance of 10 feet, 4 inches, according
to the old sign on the bridge at that
time.
Prather's Bridge has two un-

P
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covered approach ramps: The one
on the east (South Carolina) end is
90 feet long; the other, on the west
(Georgia) end, runs 48 feet. The
center pier appears to be newer
than the end two and is perhaps a
replacement. The west end has two
logs under it between the bridge
and the pier and appears to be in
bad condition. The other end has
steel beams in the same place.
Writing in 1963 on South Carolina's covered bridges, columnist
and author Lucille McMaster stated
that Prather's Bridge was damaged
by fire of an undetermined origin
while undergoing repairs several
years before. Restoration was painstakingly undertaken, even to the replacement of wooden pegs and
cross timbers. Thus repaired,
Prather's Bridge continues to be a
popular tourist attraction.
Residents of the Prather's Bridge

area enjoy retelling the story of the
early farmer, his oxcart piled high
with new-mown hay, arriving at the
new bridge for the first time. He
peered quizzically into its dark,
funnel-like interior and said, "I kin
git in, but how'll I git my ox and
hay out that little hole at the
fu'ther end ... ?" Turning his slow
ox team, he headed back home, the
unsold hay piled high in his cart.
Of the many whimsical terms
applied to covered bridges, perhaps
the most popular is "kissin'
bridges," dating from horse-andbuggy days. Boon to many a bashful beau, the old covered bridge
with its secluded darkness offered a
place of privacy and security when
riding with his equally reticent lady
friend in his buggy.
Three of South Carolina's covered bridges are being maintained
and preserved by the S.C. Highway
Sand lapper

-Photo by Richard Taylor

Left: Campbell's Bridge, in Greenville
County, was rescued from its deteriorating condition in 1963 and now bears
light traffic. Above: Prather's Bridge spans
the Tugaloo River which forms the boundary between South Carolina and Georgia.

Department. Among these are
Prather's Bridge; Chapman's Bridge,
formerly over the Keowee River
east of J ocassee, located on a
county road between Secondary
Road 43 (in Oconee County) and
S.C. 11 in Pickens County; and the
Long Cane Creek Bridge, over Long
Cane Creek, located on Secondary
Road 36 west of Troy.
Chapman's Bridge was dismantled and removed from its Keowee River site as water began to
back up in the Duke Power Co.'s
vast Keowee-Toxaway project this
spring. The state highway depart-
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ment, in cooperation with Duke
Power Co., has stored the bridge
until the S.C. Department of Parks,
Recreation and Tourism can locate
it in a new 1,000-acre state park
planned for the area. According to
recent newspaper accounts, Bob
Hickman, director of PR T, said that
the relocation site for the bridge
has been selected. He said the highway department, at PR T's request,
will soon ask Duke Power Co. to
re-erect the bridge when the company's schedule will permit.
The Long Cane Creek Bridge, in
McCormick County, was built in
1892 by John E. Bradley, a prosperous farmer in that section. The
property on which the bridge is
situated is now a part of Sumter
National Forest.
By act of the 1964 South Carolina
General Assembly, the highway department was authorized to preserve

and maintain these three covered
bridges for future generations of
South Carolinians as well as for outof-state tourists. Use of these bridges
was restricted to pedestrian traffic.
Measures were also taken to prevent
destruction of the bridges by fire and
the structures are inspected periodically and given required maintenance.
The remaining covered bridges in
South Carolina which are not preserved and maintained by the 1964
legislation are Campbell's Bridge in
upper Greenville County, and Gassaway's Bridge four miles southeast of
Liberty in Pickens County. The
latter is sometimes known as Lower
Gassaway Bridge or Rice's Creek
Bridge.
After the Greenville News in 1963
referred to Campbell's Bridge as "the
last to go in the county," the alerted
Greenville County Highway Com-
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Gassaway's Bridge is one of the bridges not maintained by 1964 state legislation and is in dire need of preservation.
-Photo courtesy Southern Covered Bridge A sso ciation

missioners repaired and restored the and the siding is gone. With four
small, historic bridge. Painted red, it buttresses at each end, it is built so
is now in good condition and bears much like Chapman's Bridge that
light traffic in its isolated and pictur- one might believe the same archiesque location. It is the only remain- tect designed both bridges. If hising covered bridge in South Carolina toric Gassaway's Bridge is not soon
supported, it might topple into the
which continues to carry traffic.
Located near Gowensville and Twelve Mile River, which is deep
Tigerville on the Mount Pleasant and swift flowing at this point.
Several organizations throughout
Road, Campbell's Bridge was built in
1909 with a 37-foot-long Howe the country protect and maintain
truss. It is supported by massive covered bridges. One of the most
rock masonry resting on the solid recently established groups is the
rock creek bottom which it crosses. Southern Covered Bridge AssoThe highway department has ciation, with headquarters at Cary,
erected permanent signs marking North Carolina. Membership covers
turns to the bridge on Route 14 the Carolinas, Georgia, Tennessee,
above Greenville and on Route 29 Alabama and Virginia. The second
near Greer and on Route 25 near issue of its publication "Bridge
Beat," June 1969, featured an etchTigerville.
Gassaway's Bridge, the remaining ing of Campbell's Covered Bridge in
non-state maintained covered Greenville County on its cover. It
bridge, is in dire need of preser- was drawn by the secretary and
vation. This bridge is located on an founder of the S.C.B.A., Mrs. Betty
abandoned road in Pickens County Gallup.
The widespread interest in covthree miles west of Liberty off
Route 137. The roof appears to be ered bridges is indicated by the
in good shape, but much of the dirt many bridges being preserved in
fill approach has washed away. The Northern and Southern states. A
flooring is decayed at both ends considerable number are preserved
12

in the Henry Ford Museum at Dearborn, Michigan. Nearer home, covered bridges have been dismantled,
moved and re-erected at Callaway
Gardens and another at Stone
Mountain, both in Georgia. These
are visited by thousands of tourists
each year.
Although regarded as an American landmark, the covered bridge
is, nevertheless, not an American invention. (The first American patent
for a covered bridge was issued in
1797.) Over 1,100 covered bridges
survive throughout the world, including the Kapellbrucke, a painted
covered bridge which spans the
Reuss River at Lucern, Switzerland.
This bridge pre-dates American covered bridges by over 450 years.
Thus, not only have covered
bridges bridged the gap between the
day of the horse and buggy and the
automobile and spanned the void between a beau and his belle; they have
formed a link between continents as
well.
Charles E. Thomas is a free-lance
writer from Greenville.
Sandlapper

BENNY FERGUSON
·,·

C&h

he trouble in Charleston last spring knocked Benny Ferguson out of
$225 in a month of weekends. And that put one more kink in his
school budget, which is strained even when things are going well.
Benny is a Newberry College student from Isle of Palms. Majoring in
music, minoring in education and studying economics. Not classroom
economics, but the personal Benny Ferguson economics of buying an
education on the installment plan and paying for it with a trumpet. Almost every weekend of his junior year, starting last fall, he'd been going
down to Charleston to play with a group called the Rivieras, at the Merchant Seamen's Club. Then last April there was some fussing in the streets
and a lot of nervousness and an early curfew, which temporarily closed
the club and messed up Benny's earn-while-you-learn plan.

T

BY
BAYNE
FREELAND
October, 1969
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ith summer school at Newberry impending as an extra
expense, the Charleston shutdown was a sour note for Benny.
Regular term costs were tough
enough. He'd been getting by on
loans and a little scholarship aid for
part of his tuition, counting on his
trumpet for general expenses including such personal enthusiasms
as eating. Then there was this hospital strike and here was Bennythe proverbial innocent bystander
who always gets hurt.
It was another lesson in economics, and he was concerned but
not dismayed. You can't put down
a 20-year-old like Benny, who's a
natural optimist with an open
smile, an outgoing personality and
a refreshingly simple confidence in
the future. He talks easily and volubly to friends and strangers, and
when he talks about music he gets
excited and you wish you knew a
lot more people who are that keyed
up about what they're doing. You
never doubted he'd get up the
summer school money somehow,
and that he'd be back on the
campus again in September to start
his fourth and final year of scrambling for a degree in music. (He did,
and he was.)
Benny Pryor Ferguson III is the
full name. Most spectators at Newberry College football games don't
know that, but they know the Ferguson sound. When he does one of
his bright, brassy solos with the
marching band at half time, the
townspeople munch their corn dogs
and their boiled peanuts and ask
each other, "Who's that boy with
the trumpet?"
After football season, he's first
chair in the concert band and he
heads the trumpet section in the
College "N" Orchestra. That's the
stage band, a 16-piece ensemble
that plays jazz classics and a lot of
contemporary things. The tone is
rich and deep and solid, like an
echo from the late '30s and '40s.
The kids today can't dance to it,
but once they're educated in a few
of its subtleties, a lot of them
think it's great for listening. Benny
14

and the "N" Orchestra spent five
days this summer at the Lutheransponsored YOUTHEXPO in Detroit, demonstrating to several
thousand young people that it's
wrong to equate all "big band"
music with the bouncy offerings
of old Super-Square Lawrence
Welk.
Benny likes real jazz and big
bands, and he loves that trumpet.
Talking with him, you get the feeling that if paying jobs weren't available he'd play anywhere ... free.
But there's a market-mostly for
rock, which isn't really Benny's
kind of music. Nevertheless his education is riding on rock, so he carries his horn to jobs like a plumber
carries his tools, and plays music
which calls more on his drive and
endurance than on his tone and
technique.
Through the summer of '68, he
was a regular at the Merchant
Seamen's Club, a popular spot with
Charleston young people. He
played seven hours a night, seven
nights a week, hard rock all the
way. In a big band, hours like that
aren't quite so tough because the
brass doesn't play all the time. But
in a rock group like The Rivieras,
the trumpet just keeps on blasting.
As the summer wore on, Benny
began to get a little tired of the
whole thing. By August, he'd
played so much his lip went numb.
That's a bad thing to happen, because a trumpet player's lip is his
living.
Benny tries to take care of his
meal ticket, but a job's a job and if
you keep blowing long enough and
hard enough a mouthpiece can cut
like a razor. You hear about some
brass musicians with lips so tough
you couldn't split them with a
cleaver, but Benny thinks this is
mostly talk. His own upper lip, you
notice, is flecked with tiny scars.
Trumpet men are subject to several other occupational ailments in
addition to split lips, Benny has
heard. Headaches, for instance. And
hernia. These putative hazards do
not diminish Benny's affection for
his instrument. There are, after all,

risks in every creative endeavor.
Benny Pryor Ferguson III started
playing trumpet in the seventh
grade, but he didn't get too serious
about it until his junior year at
Moultrie High School. That was the
year he started playing jobs for
money, and he's been at it ever
since. "I must have played with a
million rock and roll outfits," he
says, meaning maybe a couple of
dozen. Playing for free, he was a
standout in the Moultrie High band.
The director, Basil Bomar, spotted
his talent quickly and drove him to
develop it. Before long, Bomar was
telling people Benny was the best
young trumpet player he'd ever
heard. (He didn't tell Benny this, of
course, because it wouldn't do for
Benny to think he'd already learned
it all.)
Three summers ago, Benny went
on tour with Billy Stewart, a big
man in rock 'n' roll who travels out
of Washington. He also has played
with Jerry Butler, another power in
rock, rhythm and blues. Off and on
for a couple of years he's been playing with a Columbia group, The
Counts. More hard rock, more cuts
on the upper lip.
For his own pleasure, Benny
favors more sophisticated musical
forms. The orchestras of Buddy
Rich and Stan Kenton stand high
with him. So does an emergent
group called Blood, Sweat and
Tears, which he considers versatile
enough to please everyone from the
sub-teen level to the over-30 crowd.
Among contemporary trumpet
players, he admires Maynard Ferguson (no relation), Doc Severensen, Miles Davis, Clark Terry and
Cat Anderson. And Bill Berry, who
was a visiting clinician at Newberry
College's high school stage band
clinic last May. You know them all
if music is a big thing with you, and
if you're not that much of a fan
you still know one or two of them
if you watch the Tonight Show or
Merv Griffin.
Popular stars like Al Hirt and
Herb Alpert rate a shrug of the
shoulders, or worse, from Benny.
He admires Hirt's technical facility
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Charles P. Pruitt, under whose tutelage Benny Ferguson has worked at Newberry College, directs the
college band. Pruitt has toured with veteran bands of Les Elgart, Billy Butterfield and Johnny Long.

but regards him as musically careless and commercially motivated.
He has listened to Harry James,
whose most familiar recordings are
on the "sweet" side, and says he
respects the James technique "but
he's too commercial, and I just
don't like that syrupy music." He
understands, of course, that lots of
musicians cater to the public taste
by playing worse than they are
capable of. Professionals who are
dedicated to commercially unpopular styles are likely to eat irregularly, and Benny's own work in
the rock field is art's concession to
expediency.
Benny has several other hedges
against hunger. He's preparing himself to be a teacher, and he has
done some spare-time teaching at
Newberry Academy along with
David Green, a fellow music student from Greer. He also directs the
children's choir and the youth choir
at Newberry's Central Methodist
Church, which he joined recently.
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And to round himself out, he
studies piano and clarinet with Dr.
John Wagner of the Newberry College music faculty.
Some teach, some play. What's
ahead for Benny after graduation?
Would he like to hit the road for a
try at the big band circuit? Benny
gives you a slow grin and a slightly
uncertain shake of the head.
"You've got to be awfully good to
make it," he says. "I'd like to
play ... but I'll probably teach
school."
Benny's trumpet work is under
the tutelage of Associate Professor
Charles P. Pruitt. "The Chief," as
his students call him, is an old jazzman himself, competent on several
instruments but best known to
professionals as a fine performer on
the string bass. He has toured with
several name bands, among them
Les Elgart, Billy Butterfield and
Johnny Long. He still keeps in
touch, and not long ago played bass
with veteran trumpet star Charlie

Spivak at a recording session in
Greenville.
What does Charlie Pruitt, who's
heard the great ones, think of
Benny Ferguson? "He's good," The
Chief acknowledges. "He has a feeling for the music and you can hear
it in his playing. His register is
really outstanding-he does G above
high C, which is real fine."
But Pruitt, like Basil Bomar at
Moultrie High, won't shut off the
learning process with excessive
praise. Benny is a little weak in
sight reading yet, the report goes,
and he's still picking up confidence
in his improvised solos. He's not
Doc Severensen or Miles Davis or
Charlie Spivak, but he's good and
getting better. He is (and the title
of an old novel comes inevitably to
mind) a young man with a hornand an ear, and a natural talent, and
maybe the patience to keep working until he learns it all.

Bayne Freeland is from Newberry.
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SOME PEOPLE THINI< THIS IS OUR HEADQUARTERS.
It may be because of our name.
South Carolina Electric and Gas
Company.
Gives the impression we're a
branch of the State Government.
We're not.
We're a company. A company
owned by thousands of individuals. A company which has to
answer to these individuals who
invest their money, and their
faith, in our ability to run a business.

Many of our own customers
don't even know this.
Many don't know that they pay
the lowest possible rates because
we have to remain competitive in
order to remain successful. Many
aren't aware that superior service
is the result of a sound business
philosophy- not government pressure.
Many have the notion that we
get by without paying taxes. Not
so. We pay taxes like any other

private enterprise. The money we
got for our services last year provided $21.6 million in taxes.
As a private enterprise, we have
to satisfy our customers' needs,
meet our payroll, improve our
facilities and manage our stockholders' monies without help from
any government - local, state, or
federal. Yet our tax dollars go to
help them.
We wouldn't have it any other
way.

ST.
MARK'S
CHURCH
----f>hoto by W.E. Brunson Sr.

By
Carrie Richardson

I

n the early 1700s, a group of
young men called "the Virginians" came to Carolina and
settled in the sand hills area of the
Santee. They acquired grants from
the King for vast plantations on
which they built manor houses,
lived luxuriously and entertained
hospitably. They soon built a
church, and for more than 200
years the congregation has consisted mainly of the descendants of
those early settlers.
The church was built of brick
and stone on land given by Richard
Richardson, later Gen. Richardson.
It was situated on Half-Way Swamp
near the Santee, but was burned by
British cavalrymen under "Bloody
Tarleton" during the Revolution.
Forest fires destroyed three
other churches before the present
St. Mark's was erected on lands
given by Col. Richard I. Manning
and Col. Richard C. Richardson. It
was located in the center of what
once was the race track where the
Richardsons, whose summer home
was near, exercised their horses.
Col. Manning supervised the firing
of the brick in kilns at his plantation and also helped supervise the
building of the church.
The present St. Mark's Episcopal
Church, completed and consecrated
March 10, 1855, is located on the
King's Highway about three miles
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from Pinewood in Sumter County.
Outstanding architectural features of St. Mark's include: a steep
roof, graceful windows and doors,
marble steps, and a mission-type
bell tower which rises above mosscovered oaks, pines and magnolias.
Within, broad pews terminate in
carved fleur-de-lis, symbolic of the
Holy Trinity. A tiled aisle leads to
the graceful chancel, lighted by
triple stained glass windows which
gleam like jewels above the altar.
The cornerstone, laid in 1854,
contains among other things the
prayer book of Elizabeth Peyre
Richardson, wife of Gov. Richard I.
Manning (1824-26). She was closely
related to more state governors
than any other woman in America,
being the wife, mother, grandmother, sister or niece of six South
Carolina governors, all of whom
worshipped at St. Mark's.
The first child christened here
was Elizabeth Sinkler Manning,
granddaughter of Elizabeth Peyre
R. Manning. Among her recollections of the old church was that the
sweet-toned organ had been a gift
from Gen. Wade Hampton.
One comes across many items of
historic interest while browsing
through old records of the church,
such as the following:
"The first rectory of St. Mark's
was built on the glebe lands near
the river which abounded with fish;
there was also plenty of wild fowl.
The house consisted of four rooms,
with a staircase leading to the upper
floor, a good kitchen, gardens, out-

buildings and stables." According
to the vestry, "This was a place
where a gentleman could lead an
easy, comfortable, contemplative
life."
Jan. 20, 1820, Mrs. Mary Grimble Ward presented a handsome
christening bowl to one of the former St. Mark's churches. This was
left in care of a vestryman. On April
20, 1889, Bishop Howe informed St.
Mark's that a descendant of the vestryman was sending the christening
bowl to the present church for its
inclusion with the other church
silver.
July 5, 1868, divine service was
held in St. Mark's with the Rt. Rev.
Thomas Davis, bishop of the diocese,
preaching. This was the bishop's first
visit to the church since the beginning of the war in 1860.
Feb. 25, 1953, Lenten services
were held at 8 p.m. in the church.
This was the first service ever held
in St. Mark's under electric lights.
Thanks to Lucien Brailsford and
Lucien Richardson, assisted by
those still living in the area, there is
an annual homecoming the last
Sunday in October.
This year's homecoming, October 26, will have special significance
to St. Mark's parish and to descendan ts of early settlers who worshipped here. On this day the
Sumter Historical Society will unveil a historical marker in memory
of Gen. Richard Richardson.

Carrie G. Richardson is from
Orangeburg.
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For fifty years, Christian and patriotic education has been
dispensed to thousands of boys and girls from the Blue
Ridge region of the two Carolinas and Georgia.

he prowess of a famous Cherokee chieftain in the art of
prophecy and healing was attributed to his possession of a great
ruby which was described as "a
glowing ball of fire." When the old
fire-prophet was laid to rest the
gem was clutched to his breast, and
the mound which marked his grave
came to be known as the "Place of
the Sunlight of God."
On this site in upper Oconee
County for the past 50 years the
"sunlight" of Christian and patriotic education has been dispensed
to thousands of boys and girls from
the Blue Ridge region of the two
Carolinas and Georgia. Members of
the National Society Daughters of
the American Revolution, the
organization which founded and
which continues to give financial
support to Tamassee DAR School,
will assemble at the 1,000-acre
campus October 11 and 12, to
commemorate the school's Golden
Anniversary.
Visitors arriving this month will
find 31 attractive buildings which
constitute a lovely village athwart

T
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AT TAMASSEE
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By
Emily Post Pitts
Above: Adele Erb Sullivan Building, erected in honor of Mrs. William H. Sullivan
Jr., president general 1965-68, contains administrative offices, a record room and
a conference room. Below: The old administration building now houses the post
office, canteen, barbershop and beauty parlor. The thrift shop is located upstairs.
-Photo by Al Robinson Jr.
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its hillside site of woods and
meadows. Here 200 boarding students live during school months in
home-like dwellings. Approximately 150 more attend as day
students.
Although students from grades
1-12 are housed on campus, the
high school students are bussed to
Tamassee-Salem, an off-campus
school. Both schools are part of the
public school system and are fully
accredited.
Many students will be on hand
this month to help entertain their
patrons. Bright will be their smiles
and gracious their hospitality, for
not the least of the attributes of
these youngsters are gratitude for
opportunities afforded at Tamassee
and pride in their school.
In 1914 at the annual conference
of the South Carolina DAR, Mrs.
F .H.H. Calhoun of Clemson, then

Right: Mrs. Clarence King supervises the
sewing room where the girls' uniforms
are made. Girls also make off-campus
clothing here. Below: Boy Scouts lead
visitors in the Pledge of Allegiance.

state regent, proposed that a school
be built. She was troubled over the
plight of isolated mountain children
who, without education, were destined to lives of poverty, illiteracy
and drudgery. The fact that many
of the mountaineers are descendants (as are the Daughters) of Revolutionary soldiers, rendered the
project of even more concern to the
organization. Thus they voted to
found a school "in a place remote
yet accessible, where the need
seems greatest."
Walhalla citizens rallied to the
cause and offered a building site 10
miles away, a tract of rolling
countryside once part of Cherokee
home land. They also collected
donations and offered volunteer
labor for the first construction
work.
World War I intervened and delayed groundbreaking, but planning
proceeded. The problem of financing was partially solved by a decision to assess each state member

7 5 cents annually, and to establish
a roll of honor to which the names
of all donors of $100 would be
appended. So generous was the
response that, after the 500th gift,
listing was closed. The contributors
are honored as the original
founders.
In February 1919, the first
teacher welcomed the first 23 students to Tamassee's rather primitive, all-purpose building. It had
been constructed largely by volunteer labor, furnished from an army
surplus depot. Early students attended classes in the single completed room, carried all water from
a spring at the foot of a steep
hill, studied by lamplight, and depended upon a horse-drawn wagon
for transportation.
But as news of the school spread
through the hills, children hungry
for learning flocked in seeking admission. Most had little if anything
to offer towards tuition and board;
some even had to be clothed. AlSandlapper
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remote yet accessible,

where the need seems greatest
though not all students presently
require financial assistance, help is
available for all who do.
Parents were, from the beginning, drawn into cultural and educational pursuits of what has become for them a community center. Thus benefits have penetrated
far into the remote fastnesses of the
hills.
In 1920 Mrs. Calhoun presented,
at the National Congress of the society, so persuasive a plea for the
then-neglected Appalachian families
that aid was immediately enlisted
from other local chapters and state
societies. No longer did South Carolina have the entire responsibility of
their burgeoning institution. In her
bulletin, "The Sun Dial," Mrs. Calhoun notes:
"In the years that have passed
since the beginning, every State
Society, NSDAR, has at one time
or another, contributed to the
maintenance of Tamassee; and gifts
of scholarships, Memorial Acres,
and money for buildings have come
from many Chapters outside the
U.S."
As is customary on Founders'
Day at the school, guests will celebrate Holy Communion early on
Sunday morning in the little stone
chapel, gift of Miss Edla Stannard
Gibson in memory of her parents.
Here, the children attend interdenominational services, and here
they often return to be married.
Religious training is stressed at
Tamassee and daily devotionals are
held in the cottages.
As visitors fan out over the hillside to view the campus, they will
note that every gift is marked with
a plaque to indicate the donor
and/or those memorialized by the
gift. Even streetlights and walkways
are so marked. The dedication of
Students relax in the Student Center, Rogers Drive, a recent beautifiwhich was built with NSDAR funds. cation project honoring Mrs. Drake
October, 1969
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Rogers of Bennettsville, state regent, will be included in the Golden
Anniversary activities. The state
NSDAR undertakes such projects
during each administration.
As justifiably proud as members
may be of their attractive and efficient physical plant, their real reward is in the record of the students themselves. For they go out
to establish good homes and to
demand, in turn, a good education
for their children.
Some Tamassee graduates go on
to college and into professions, as
did the present principal, John W.
Johnson, and several other staff
members. In jobs taken by the students, the record is regularly excellent. As one young graduate, now a
wife and homemaker, reported
proudly: ''Anyone seeking employees around here will take a
Tamassee student before any other
applicants."
It is no wonder. For from the
"littlest angels" of Grove's Cottage,
all children help with dining hall,
household and farm chores, and
gain skills along with respect for
labor.
All students are encouraged to
participate in athletics. There is a
varied recreational program with
activities suitable for every agegroup. And patriotism is instilled
through a Junior American Citizens' Club such as that sponsored
by the NSDAR in public schools
throughout the nation.
Responsibility for the success of
Tamassee rests not only in the
dedication of members of the
NSDAR, but also in the enthusiasm
of teachers and administrators
throughout the years. They appear
always to have worked with missionary zeal, and the current staff,
headed by W.L. Jones as business
manager, is no exception.
A number of women have been
21
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May Erwin Talmadge Auditorium·Gymnasium.
-Photo by Al Robinson Jr.

Interdenominational services are held in Edla Stannard Gib·
son Chapel where students often return to be married.

outstanding in service to the school;
among them are Mrs. Calhoun, the
founder and only living member of
the original board, and Mrs. R.H.
Lipscomb of Mullins, for 10 years
chairman of the board. But the
school is a monument to the many
who have unstintingly contributed.
Their efforts are coordinated by a
20-member board of which Mrs.
J .N. Pinson of Honea Path is currently chairman. Mrs. Erwin Frees
Seimes, the president general, is a
member and will deliver the principal address on October 12. Miss
Amanda Thomas, a board member
and national NSDAR school chairman, will also be present for the
Jubilee celebration.
In these days of soaring costs, it
is increasingly difficult to meet the
needs of Tamassee school. But
doubtlessly the Daughters will
handle new challenges as they have
earlier ones, allowing the light of
education to continue in future
years to emanate from the "Place
of the Sunlight of God."
Gwynn Gilbert and Betty Jo Gable represented Tamassee at the NSDAR Congress, 1969.
-Photo courtesy Chase Ltd., Washington
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Emily Post Pitts is from Camden.
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We're
Tuned In.
With the now generation. In
today's fast-changing textile
marketplace, you have to be
with it.
At Springs, we make colorful,
splashy prints for the discotheque
and coffee ·house set. Psychedelic
towels and sheets for the
avant-garde. Bedspreads, blankets,
· carpets and kitchen cottons for the
heartland of America.
Want to be where the action really
is? For information about a
career in jet-age textiles, write
Manager of Recruiting, Springs
Mills: Fort Mill, S. C. 29715.
An equal opportunitY. employer.

Springs Mills, Inc.
Headquarters: Fort Mill, S. C.
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As the leaves begin to turn in October and a brisk
chill invigorates the night air, young and old alike
throughout South Carolina begin eagerly anticipating
the State Fair with its nostalgic and exciting scents
of sawdust and corn dogs.

Time For The Fair
he State Fair is something
special-a good time for everyone: the excitement of rides and
fun foods for children, exhibits and
special shows of interest to all, exciting acts in the Grand Stand and
booming fireworks that can be seen
for miles and miles. But the State
Fair is much more than a good
time. Its roots stretch far back into
the history of the state. Since its
beginning it has formed a bond between the people of the state, a
strong bond tying together agriculture and industry. Though known
as the State Fair it is neither stateowned nor does it receive any app r op r ia ti on whatever from the
state. The name probably comes

T
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from the fact that it attracts people
from all over the state to its central
location serving as a show window
for South Carolina. This year, after
100 years of exciting and valuable
service, the State Fair is celebrating
its centennial.
Sponsors of the fair, The State
Agricultural and Mechanical Society of South Carolina, an eleemosynary institution owned and
controlled by life members, came
into being in 1869. It had been
preceded by the State Agricultural
Society of South Carolina which
existed from 1839-1849. Reorganized in 1855, it sponsored a fair
from 1856-1861. The Civil War
ended both the society and its
Sand lapper
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By Susan Davis
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Official Emblem of the State Fair Centennial.

short-lived fair. Its buildings which
had been used by Confederate authorities and its War Department
for the manufacture of ammunition
were destroyed on February 17,
1865, when Columbia was burned
by Gen. Sherman's army.
For four desperate years from
1865 until 1869, the people of
South Carolina had been linked by
no bond except that of mutual
struggle. A group of prominent citizens held a convention in Columbia
on April 28, 1869, desiring to reunite the people of South Carolina
for the purpose of material improvement.
History records that a motion
was made for "this convention to
resolve itself into a permanent agricultural, mechanical and industrial
society, and that a committee of
five be appointed to draft a Constitution and By-Laws for said Society." The Constitution which was
drafted stated that "this Society
shall be styled the 'State Agricul26

tural and Mechanical Society of
South Carolina,' the object of
which shall be to develop and
promote the entire material and
industrial interest of the State."
The Daily Phoenix, leading
Columbia newspaper at that time,
carried a full account of the proceedings of the two-day convention. On the second day a resolution was adopted that the Society's executive committee be
authorized to raise funds for buildings necessary for annual fairs to be
put on by the Society, and that
"the first annual Fair of the Agricultural and Mechanical Society of
South Carolina be held in Columbia
on the second Wednesday of November next." The Society called
on the Columbia City Council to
help them get the grounds and construct buildings for the November
fair.
On Nov. 8, 1869, the City Council formally presented the buildings to the Society. The Council

apologized for the "inadequacy" of
the buildings caused by lack of time
and the painful poverty of city
coffers at that time. The fairgrounds were off Elmwood Avenue.
Two days later the State Fair of
1869 opened. It was a lively gathering which lasted three days. Hundreds of out-of-town visitors came,
staying with relatives or in one of
the four local hotels. The Daily
Phoenix' customary listing of registrations at the hotels during those
three days showed almost five times
as many people as usual.
Those who came to that first fair
were amazed by newly invented
"gadgets" on display. Indeed, there
must have been a keen rivalry
among inventors to display the
most startling time-saver. This rivalry was undoubtedly helped along
by The Daily Phoenix' announcement prior to the fair: "A cordial
welcome will be given to men from
the North as well as the South. Let
the 'Machine Men' come with their
improved implements. The field is
open to generous rivalry." The
same issue said the fair "will be the
first general gathering of our people
since the War."
Exhibits at the fair were quite
diversified. On the first day "agriculture, manufactures and households" displays were well represented as were cattle, sheep and
swine. The Daily Phoenix reported
that "the delightful music of the
Post Band enlived the occasion."
The premium list showed the Society's endeavor to cover the entire
range of "material and industrial
interests of the state." The list was
divided into these departments:
"Farming Implements; Wood and
Iron; Sculpture and Painting;
Machinery (sewing machines, patented saw sharpeners, etc.); Sheep;
Goats; Hogs; Cattle; Manufactures
and Leather; Wax, Shell and Willow
Work; Southern Manufactures;
Chemicals, Oils and Minerals;
Stone, Marble and Brick; Horses
and Mules; Orchard and Nursery;
Field Crops; Poultry; Domestics;
Wine and Beer; Crochet and Embroidery; Household Department;
Sandlapper

Miscellaneous Articles (artificial
teeth, watches, etc.); and Blank
Books and Stationery."
The day after the fair began The
Daily Phoenix ran an editorial titled
"Build It Upon a Rock" in which
the editor stated, "If there be one
thing which, more than another, is
the instrumentality of the times
and hour, that thing is the material
and thorough development of home
resources and home interests. And
this is the work, the special work,
of the State Agricultural and Mechanical Society. The objects which
this Society seeks to accomplish are
noble and useful. It is to improve
the condition of our people, to turn
their energies into the channels of
diversified industry. It is to make
our people more comfortable in
their homes and more successful on
their farms, in their factories, and
in their work-shops. It is to speed
the plough, the loom, the anvil,
and to help with the mechanic arts
in general. It is to give again to
South Carolina that wealth which is
preliminary to a restoration of the
political influence and dignity of
the state, to beautify Carolina
homes and to enliven Carolina
hearths. What better enterprise than
this can summon patriot effort to
the field of well-directed action.
Hence it is that we say: 'Build this
Society upon a rock.' "
"Diplomas" were awarded to
winners in the manufacturing, mechanical and fine arts departments.
Best entries in the domestic department and needlework and fancy
work department won for their
makers pieces of silverware. Premiums of money were given to
winners in the field crop and livestock departments.
Sideshows and "freak" shows
were pretty much the same as today with "overweight ladies" and
other such sights. The Daily Phoenix
described all such special attractions in detail: "Among the attractions at the Fair was Colonel
Palmer's monster St. Bernard Dog.
Mr. Bruno excited universal admiration." The Hinkly Family Knitt in g machine which could be
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bought for $30 evoked much
amazement, knitting two pairs of
socks per hour with the result being
"as good, if not superior to hand
work."
On the second day of the fair the
crowd was twice as large as on the
first day. Gate receipts exceeded
$1,200 and were expected to increase even more on the third day.
On the second day Richard Tozer
of Columbia "had his beautiful
portable (steam) engine in motion,"
and newspaper accounts gave a detailed description of a cotton press
which J.K. Davison of Monticello
had demonstrated.
As the newspaper had predicted,
the third day was by far the largest
day and was highlighted by the
awarding of prizes. J.M. Crawford
of Columbia won the most cherished prize-the silver goblet-for
the best 10 bales of cotton. Richard
Tozer won a gold medal for his
steam engine.
The fair ended with a display of
horsemanship by citizen riders
under the command of Col.
Haskell. The 11-year-old son of Gen.
Wade Hampton, greatly admired for
his bold horsemanship, copped the
prize for good riding.
That first fair a hundred years
ago was an unqualified success as
The Daily Phoenix acclaimed: "It
was a success in the array of articles
on exhibition. It was a success in
the difficulties overcome. It was a
success in a pecuniary way. It was a
success in the numbers it brought
together from all parts of the State.
But above all, it was a success in the
emotions it gratified, in the harmony it evolved and in the earnest,
hopeful and loyal spirit that it exhibited. After the Fair that has
closed, we breathe more freely. We
catch the sunlight of the coming
day when South Carolina shall be
herself again."
The State Fair continued to be
successful, continued to add new
dimensions. One addition was the
football game between South Carolin a College (USC) and newlyestablished Clemson College which
the Society initiated on Thursday

of Fair Week in 1896. From its beginning, "Big Thursday" drew thousands to the big game. The rivalry
was so keen and emotions so hot
that the legislature discontinued the
match. The game was re-established
in 1909 and continued until 1959.
"Big Thursday" is perhaps the
fondest memory of the State Fair
which many people hold. To them,
Big Thursday was the State Fair.
By the turn of the century it was
oq_vious that the fairgrounds on Elmwood Avenue were no longer large
enough to accommodate the annual crowds. A tract of 100 acres
near the southern limits of the
city, known as the Old State
Farm, was bought, and the first
fair on the new grounds opened
Oct. 25, 1904.
Premiums at the annual fair now
total $30,000. Through its premiums for livestock in open-to-theworld classes and through the 4-H
Club and Future Farmers of America participation which it encourages, the Society is giving a big
boost to the livestock industry in
the state. Barns on the grounds are
used for public sales during the
year. Industries locating in South
Carolina rent space on the fairgrounds for storage of equipment
until their new facilities are completed. Many South Carolinians
now working for those industries
were trained in the buildings on the
fairgrounds by their employers.
A hundred years has brought
about many changes. There are no
more premiums for horses and
mules, but there are exhibits of the
latest in trucks and tractors, in
communications and in the highways of tomorrow. The State Fair
keeps pace with change as those
who attend its centennial from
October 20-25 this year will see.
A century of service and popularity indeed deserves praise and
appreciation. And it's a very pleasant thought that children will continue to ask as fall approaches,
"Isn't it time for the fair yet?"

Susan Davis, a native of Prosperity,
is in the advertising field.
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CATCH
PEDRO IF YOU CAN
A

familiar figure to motorists on
the New York-to-Miami route is
Pedro, the paunchy, dozing
Mexican under the large sombrero
who symbolizes South of the
Border, the Palmetto State's famous turnpike resort. His signs extend approximately 200 miles both
north and south, generally following U.S. 301 and now appearing on
1-95; and Pedro's humorous logos
succeed in attracting many travelers. A motorist may stop for only
a cup of coffee at one of Pedro's
snack bars, he may dine on a splendid steak dinner in the El Toro
Room, browse in the Mexico Gift
Shop, purchase his holiday supply
of fireworks, or reserve accommodations at Pedro's luxurious motel
for a vacation of one or two weeks.
Regardless of the length of his stay,
the traveler always comes under the
spell of Pedro.
The genius behind the Pedro
legend is Alan Schafer, who developed South of the Border from a
small restaurant connected with his
distributing company into an entire
community with its own post office
and fire department. To attest to its
community status, South of the
Border is beginning to appear on
road maps published for motorists
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by the major oil companies.
Schafer himself is a product of
the area, although he was born in
Baltimore. A shy and unassuming
man, he works harder than any of
his 400 to 500 employees, most of
whom are local citizens. A nonconformist, Schafer observes erratic
hours; he is characterized by inexhaustible mental energy, and he has
the ability to pace himself well. He
is constantly sought by others for
advice, and he is active in political
and civic affairs. Interested in bird
and animal life, he keeps a small
menagerie at South of the Border.
Sportswise, he finds golf no challenge and has difficulty recruiting
anyone for tennis.
The story of South of the Border
could be told in statistics, but pure
statistics are dry-and Pedro is not a
dry fellow. The original hotdog
stand of 1950 grew rapidly due to
good management and a strategic
location, and soon a few motel
units were added. Expansion has
continued through the following
two decades, resulting in the vast
restaurant-motel-shopping resort of
today, with its Pro Golf and Health
Club and numerous other units of
various sizes. A couple of the properties are leased, but most of them
Sandlapper
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are operated directly through a
series of corporations. And a look
into the future reveals plans for
South of the Border West, a $5
million ultra-modern restaurantmotel-shopping center complex to
be located between I-95 and U.S.
301. This is scheduled for completion in 1971.
"We cater to the tourist-resort
traffic," observed Mrs. Ruth M.
Fore, vice-president, "and we do a
lot of repeat business. Greater numbers of people are stopping here for
their vacations rather than going on
to Florida. And our planned new
expansion will be more attractive
than ever to vacationers."
October, 1969

The name "South of the Border"
came about somewhat accidentally.
Early in his restaurant career,
Schafer began receiving bills addressed to Dillon, South Carolina,
South of the North Carolina
Border. He soon adopted a shortened version of this address as the
name for his r~staurant. He later
dreamed up the Pedro image to fit
the Mexican connotations.
Major units in operation today
include Pedro's Linen Shop, a retail
outlet for Martex and Springmaid
products; extensive restaurant facilities, including the internationallykn own Sombrero Room, the
buffet-style Top o' the Sombrero
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Pedro plans more tourist attractions in the
new expansion, now under construction.

-Photo by c Hannau-Robinson
Color Productions Inc.

Room, the exclusive El Toro Steak
Room, and the short order Hot
Tamale; 244 motel units, the newest of which, the golf suites, are the
ultimate in motel luxury; and the
Pedroland area with its tent bazaar,
Fort Pedro, mini-golf course, kiddie
rides, Nutte House, Trading Post,
Pedro's Aresnal, and the menagerie,
the featured attractions of which
are two llamas at Mt. Pedro. Some
of these operations will be moved
to provide space for the contemplated expansion.
The ceiling of the Sombrero
Room is plastered with all sizes and
designs of Mexican hats worn there
by both obscure and noted diners
who made contributions to the
Crippled Children's Fund. Among
notables represented are Rita Hayworth, Dizzy Dean, the Miss Americas of 1966, 1967 and 1968,
Strom and Nancy Thurmond,
Mendel Rivers, Everett Dirksen,
Emmett Kelley, Frank McGuire and

Harry Golden. The menu is
couched, typically, in humor with a
Mexican accent. This menu, which
advertises "strawberry shortcut"
and other offbeat. dishes, is a big
sales item itself with the customers.
On one wall is framed correspondence to Pedro from all parts of the
world. The adjoining Mexico Gift
Shop stocks imports from numerous foreign countries, with emphasis upon Mexico.
South of the Border also maintains its own service divisions, including an advertising agency
(which handles only a portion of
the advertising) and a landscape
department. Landscaping is supervised by Mrs. Fore's father, J.W.
Mixon, a 71-year-old gentleman
who refers to his area as "the twig
department." The department
keeps a full nursery, equipped with
a small greenhouse, and maintains
blooming plants on the grounds
throughout the year. Mixon's green
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thumb has transformed the area
into a showplace of the Pee Dee,
with a great variety of plants, including notable stands of palmettos and camellias.
Pedro is characterized by his
humor and his fondness for people.
Pedro's humor appears on the insides of matchbook covers, all over
the grounds of the complex, and on
the numerous eye-catching signs
along U.S. 301 and 1-95. And
Pedro's fondness for people of all
types may be illustrated by the appearance of diners on a busy Saturday evening: The fellows in Texas
hats and jeans at the snack bar near
the Sombrero Room, and the society matrons in the El Toro Room.
Tours are conducted for school
children from cities in South Carolina and North Carolina. The kindergarten-age children, according to
Mrs. Fore, especially enjoy this
type of holiday outing. The young
tourists have fun on the rides, eat
cake and ice cream and test their
putting skills on the mini-golf
course, which has varying pars for
Yankees, Rebels and amigos. Thus
Pedro's fondness for people extends
not only to individuals of different
types but to those of all ages.
The images of Pedro, in word or
figure, cover a 400-mile stretch of
U.S. 301 and a shorter length of
1-95 and attract tourists to the gigantic figure of Pedro towering
above the restaurant. Built at a cost
of $100,000, the symbol rises 100
feet, the tallest free-standing sign
east of the Mississippi.
The operational atmosphere of
South of the Border is a pleasant
medium key, with emphasis on
courtesy and efficiency. And the
visitor to Pedro's world soon discovers its unique qualities. "Pedro
has sometheeng for everyone" is a
favorite slogan; and, certainly, most
people who stop there find moments of relaxation and enjoyment-from having names and hats
placed on the Sombrero Room ceiling, to spending entire vacations in
luxurious quarters.
Addison Barker is from Florence.
Sand lapper

II
Cotton candy ... ferris wheels ... hot dogs ... excitement ... fun ... flowers ...
tractors . . . needlework . . cattle . . . chickens . . . hogs . . . bingo . . . exhibits
fireworks . . .
all of these are and have been the State Fair for 100 years.
As we begin our second century, we dedicate ourselves
anew to continuing to play an important ... and lively!
. . . part in the lives of those from all over South
Carolina who attend our annual State Fairs, this year
October 20 through October 25.

CENTENNIAL '69 WILL BE MEMORABLE!
This year, we offer you TV personality Arthur Smith and his
Cracker;acks ... a South Carolina lady who is a potential 1972
Olympics competitor in an exhibition of dressage ... a horse
show ... the Southeastern Orchid show with entries from as far
away as Hawaii . . . and cotton candy . . . ferris wheels . . . hot
dogs ... excitement ... fun ... flowers ... tractors ... needlework ... cattle ... etc. . . . etc.!

SEE YOU AT THE FAIR !

CENTENNIAL '69
S.

C.

STATE FAIR
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SYRUP MAKIN'
IN LEXINGTON COUNTY
wo "revenooers" smelled a peculiar acrid odor
and saw smoke boiling up through the woods
near West Columbia.
Tucking their guns behind their backs, they
crept through the trees until they saw a man in
overalls stoking the fire and a woman stirring a
bubbling mixture.
"Howdy," the "revenooers" ventured. "Whatcha
making?"
James Schumpert wiped his hands on the front
of his overalls and extended the long-handled
shovel with which he had been stirring.
The revenuer ran his finger along the edge and
licked it. He smiled and licked again. "Syrup," he
said.

T

Above : A.J. Schumpert, son of James Schumpert, feeds
cane through the press. Below: A steadily-plodding mule
turns the cane press which has been used for 50 years.
-Photos by Maxie Roberts
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he ''revenooers" drop around
every now and then when the
Schumperts start their annual
syrup making, but "most of the
time they already know it's syrup,"
Schumpert said. "You can't fool
those fellows. They know we're
making syrup before they get within a mile of us. They're just checking."
Even though the Internal Revenue agents know syrup operations
when they smell them, there's good
reason to check anyway. The skimmings off homemade syrup can be
mixed with soured cornmeal and
drained off to make good old corn
likker. The Schumperts, however,
usually use their skimmings to feed
the hogs.
Mrs. Schumpert learned how to
make syrup at her daddy's knee
about 50 years ago.
"He made syrup as far back as I
can remember," she said. "He was
still making it when Mr. Schumpert
and I got married."
About 11 years ago, Mrs. Schumpert told her husband that she
thought she could make syrup as
well as her father, so they set up a
separate press nearby and started
making syrup.
After Mrs. Schumpert's father
died, she took over his syrup operations and is still using the sugar
cane press that he built over 50
years ago and the furnace he built
27 years ago.
Some people say that Mrs.
Schumpert makes the best syrup in
Lexington County and some say
she makes the best syrup in South
Carolina. But Mrs. Schumpert
demurely acknowledges, "Well,
maybe not the best."
The Schumperts raise vegetables,
grains, hay and cane on 52 acres of
land about five miles north of West
Columbia. During the fall, when
sugar cane ripens, they spend their
Saturdays boiling up syrup.
The whole family-and that includes four or five of their 11 children and some friends and neighbors-build the fire in the furnace
about 5 a.m.
Like the old com mills, they
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operate on a toll basis-a certain
percentage of the syrup in return
for making the syrup-the amount
depending on what they provide
besides labor.
The cane is slowly fed through a
press; 'the cane juice pours into a
tub which empties into a pipe and
is carried underground to the furnace about 20 feet away.
The press is turned by a mule or
a tractor.
"They used to tell about mules
that got drunk going in circles to
turn the press," Schumpert recalls.
"I never saw it happen, but they
swear it does."
The syrup is poured into the flats
over the fire-heavy square pans
about 10 feet long-and as the fire
grows hotter under the juice, it boils
and gradually turns into syrup.
"Skimmin 's the secret to good
syrup," Schumpert said. He has
made syrup skimmers out of longhandled coal shovels which have
small holes punched in the lip.

Slowly, as the mixture bubbles and
froths, the Schumperts skim off a
black scum which they dump aside
for the hogs.
Mrs. Schumpert announces when
the syrup is ready.
"See how it flakes," she said,
holding up a ladle and letting the
syrup pour slowly off. The syrup in
a certain light breaks off in infinitesimal layers.
The syrup is poured off into a
tub to cool, and Mrs. Schumpert
produces a battered measuring
pitcher that belonged to her father.
Carefully she fills it to the brim and
measures it into Mason jars.
Any skim that is still left on the
syrup in the tub is ladled off and
Mrs. Schumpert uses it in gingerbread.
"I don't have a recipe," she said.
"I just dump things in my bowl and
it comes out right." Schumpert
came up behind his wife and
smacked his lips. "You ought to
taste that gingerbread," he said.
Sand lap per

The Schumperts frequently make
as many as 100 gallons of syrup in a
day.
"I had an old feller working for
me one time that used to take a
gallon of this syrup home with him
and he'd tell his wife to cook him
up a big ol' mess'a butter biscuits,"
Schumpert said. "If anyone came
to the door, he'd hide his biscuits
under the table and tell them to go
away."
Schumpert said his favorite meal
was a "big ol' mess'a collards with
a leetle bit'a side meat" and syrup
and biscuits for dessert.
Schumpert's first wife died in
1936 leaving him with two small
children.
"I decided to get married again
and my mother-in-law said she
knew this nice girl at the church
named Blanche who might be a
good wife."
Schumpert met Blanche a few
days later at her grandfather's
Left: Mrs. James A. Schumpert waits for house near West Columbia and
cane juice to boil. Above: Family memasked her to marry him the same
bers and friends take part in the syrupmaking operation. Below: Mrs. Schumpert day.
"I would'a too, but my mother
pours up the still-warm syrup with a
measuring cup that belonged to her father. told me if I'd wait until Sunday,
-Photos by Maxie Roberts
she'd buy me a new dress," she

said. "We kept the preacher busy
that week. My granddaddy died the
next Friday and was buried; his
[Schumpert's] grandfather died
Sunday and was buried and we got
married on Tuesday."
Mrs. Schumpert said that she
would marry Schumpert again if
she had it to do over.
"He had meat in his smokehouse,
vegetables in the garden and a cow
in the barn," she said. "We've
always had enough to eat. I might'a
married somebody who wouldn't'a
kept me fed."
The Schumperts were married on
March 3, 1936, when she was 23
and he was 33. "Hadn't regretted it
a bit," said Schumpert.
The Schumperts had 15 children-11 still living.
"I never been to a hospital but
once," said Mrs. Schumpert. "When
I had my last one, I went for a
spell. But the rest of 'em were born
at home. Guess that's one reason
we're all so healthy. We've hardly
been to a doctor more'n once or
twice in our lives. Don't have
doctor bills to worry about."

Patricia McNeely is from Columbia.

c5outh earolina
A Synoptic History For Laymen
By LEWIS P. JONES

CHAPTER 10
Reconstruction, I
(c. 1783-1810)

A

fter successfully severing her ties
with England, South Carolina
had much readjustment to
make, but her citizens performed
this post-war transition and ultimately underwent this first reconstruction era, albeit not quite painlessly. In the political realm, harmony did not suddenly reign (such
would have been too utterly unSouth Carolinian), nor were the
leaders by any means a homogeneous group. There was some realignment of factions by 1820, but the
old divisions continued to provide
friction.
Immediately following the war
of the Revolution there was considerable commotion about the
large number of ex-Tories. The
problem was made more delicate
since many (including quite distinguished gentlemen) had taken
the oath of loyalty to Britain after
the fall of Charles Town, probably
assuming rather sanely and sincerely that the jig was up and an era of
reconstruction was already at hand.
But there was much bitterness
about granting general amnesty in
1783, and some of the poorer radicals saw this atmosphere as providing an opportunity to oppress
wealthy Loyalist planters and merchants and thereby to "level the
spirit of aristocracy" (as their
leader Isaac Peronneau put it) and
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to destroy once and for all the
power of the old oligarchy. Thus
some of the radical agitation which
had started long before the warhaving been especially evident
among the Regulators about
176 8-again surfaced and now
blended with the anti-Tory feeling,
particularly in the Up Country. At
times it showed signs of becoming
mob rule, but by 1 785 the revengeminded movement was playing out
and the old Low-Country aristocracy was again firmly in the saddle.
The Revolution had not been too
revolutionary.
Several economic problems acerbated the post-war disequilibrium.
The old bounties of the British mere an tilistic system had gone-and
with them, indigo as a Carolina
crop. For a time, other exports (including rice) lagged, with the state
now on the outside of the British
Empire looking in. The drain of
specie to England created a crisis in
the state, made worse by Britain's
shutting off trade in American vessels to the British West Indies. The
state also suffered from poor crops
in 1785, a year when the new Agricultural Society began to preach
diversification of crops which might
open new markets. The problem of
a sound fiscal system was one that

This article is part ten of a series
which will continue for an indefinite period of time. Dr. Lewis P.
Jones is chairman of the History
Department at Wofford College.

seemed to defy solution and led to
some intriguing experiments. Internal conflict was tense between
deb tors and creditors (and that
generally meant planters vs. merchants), with each pressuring the
government for quite different fiscal policies. George Rogers Jr. neatly summarized and analyzed it:
"The chaos of 1783 in South Carolina was far greater than that in
1865. Society during years of peace
tends to become rigid and stratified-with each person knowing his
place. Society, when hit by war,
and especially by revolution,
crumbles into thousands of individuals, each becoming an island
unto himself."
In this mood, the state was divided by domestic division and
friction which was not so much a
Low Country versus Up Country
division, but a class division (as the
Regulators' movement had been in
1768, or the later Tillman movement in 1890 was to be, and even
in some respects the national elections of the 1960s). The less wellheeled talked of greater democracy
and advocated a new state constitution-a proposal that frightened
the State Senate (a phobia also with
later senators). The House was tormented lest anarchy develop in the
transition.
One sop was thrown to the discontented: An advance in local government with the creation in 1785
of 34 new counties, each with a
county court. Although the courts
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were soon abolished, the names and
divisions remained ( called "districts" after 1800) and provide the
basis for the majority of our present counties. (For a condensed
summary of various districts and
counties, see "South Carolina Historical Magazine," LXIX, 154-57.)
In 1783 local municipal government was given to Charles Town
which was now incorporated and
renamed as Charleston; it included
13 wards, all south of present Calhoun Street.
While the 13 states were affiliated in a Confederation
(1781-1789), South Carolina political leaders usually supported and
advocated stronger central government. They conscientiously responded to wartime requests of the
Congress (exceeding, "in proportion to population, any other State
in her contributions to the common
cause"). By 1787 her members of
Congress were supporting central
control of foreign commerce; they
had surrendered their "shadowy
claim to Western lands"; they endorsed early the claim of Congress
to be the proper agency to deal
with Indians; and they approved
the idea of a convention to devise
ways of strengthening the union.
Such tendencies met with approval
of the ruling group from the Low
Country (and even from the
Charleston radicals), since most
people in that area depended on
commerce which in turn depended
on efficient and effective government.
Although the leadership of the
state viewed with hope the 1787
Philadelphia convention which
brought forth the Federal Constitution, the interior of the state
viewed it with alarm and misgivings.
Delegates to it were chosen by the
legislature-a not-very-representative body which failed to reflect
Up-Country sentiment. If government from distant Charleston had
been unwise and unresponsive to
their problems, would not one in
Philadelphia or New York be even
more unwise and more unresponsive? But the nabobs ignored this
October, 1969

fear and sent to the "City of
Brotherly Love" delegates who in
effect were instructed "to render
the Federal Constitution entirely
adequate to the actual situation and
future good government of the
Federated states ... to effectually
provide for the exigencies of the
Union."
The legislature elected four able
men to the Constitutional Convention: John Rutledge, Charles Cotesworth Pinckney, his cousin Charles
Pinckney and Pierce Butler. (Henry
Laurens was elected but had the
gout and did not attend.) Three
were lawyers and one (Butler) was a
planter. Neither the Up-Country
farmers nor the city mechanics had
a voice in the membership of the
delegation which was "in favor of
an aristocratic republic, but not a
monarchy."
In the South Carolina delegation,
Char 1es Pinckney has attracted
most attention: Next to the youngest man there (then 29), he was
wealthy, energetic, interested in art
and literature and destined to be
elected governor four times as the
chief democratic leader of his day.

Repudiated by many of his own
aristocratic background, he was to
lead the Jeffersonian faction in his
state during the transition era. A
great controversy has raged since
his day as to whether he really
"wrote the Constitution" because
of his draft for such a document
(unfortunately lost) which he presented early at Philadelphia and
which contained most of what was
finally in the finished document.
Certainly his work and role were of
considerable importance, not made
less so by his own claims, Pinckney
being overly vain and not prone to
hide his light under a bushel.
Historians now concede that
matters were not so "critical" in
the Critical Period (1780s) as once
had been thought, earlier scholars
having been trapped by the superior
and better-preserved propaganda of
followers of Alexander Hamilton
and others who sought to justify
the reorganization of the Confederation. But the historians also do
generally unite in believing that the
1 3 too-separate states needed a
stronger, more efficient union.
South Carolina citizens at the time
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were certainly not so united, and
the majority apparently opposed
the change.
In 1788 the legislature called for
election of a special convention to
ratify or reject the completed Constitution. Apart from the issue at
stake, this procedure was of major
significance as precedent since the
concept of the convention was
hereafter to be sacrosanct in state
history. Such bodies (not to be confused with party gatherings also
called conventions) were to be
chosen for one specific purpose and
dealt only with basic law (constitutions) or basic changes in a constitution (particularly those involving state-federal relations). The importance of such bodies was that
they had delegated to them for the
moment the sovereignty which rests
only in the people (who are too
numerous to gather themselves· for
such deliberations, as some ancient
Greeks had). Possessing that sovereignty, the convention has no
limit on what it can do, but the
theory was that it could act only on
the one issue for which it was summoned; once that task was performed, the convention was to dissolve. In contrast, legislatures are
chosen for specific periods to serve
as stewards to conduct the governmental affairs of the people within
the framework of the higher law (or
local ground rules), those established by the infrequent conventions acting with all the majesty of
their sovereignty.
Since the 1788 convention was
elected by the same inequitable
apportionment system used for
elections of the legislature, the outcome was foreordained. Nevertheless both Federalist and antiFederalist positions received a thorough airing. Before the convention
the most persistent opponent of
ratification was Rawlins Lowndes,
warning that "the sun of the Southern states would set never to rise
again" and claiming that the only
epitaph he desired for his tomb
was, "Here lies the man who opposed the Constitution, because it
was ruinous to America." Claiming
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to be happy with the existing constitution (the Articles of Confederation), he averred that the new
document opened the path to monarchy and that its advocates were
"mostly gentlemen of the law, who
were capable of giving ingenious explanation to such points as they
wished to have adopted." He received much backing from the Up
Country, which reacted by reflex in
opposition to Low-Country aristocracy, regardless of the issue. UpCountry sentiment was led by Gen.
Thomas Sumter, Judge Aedanus
Burke and Dr. Peter Fassoux. From
Prince Frederick Parish came Patrick Dollard, who saw the proposed
charter as "big with political mischiefs and pregnant with a greater
variety of impending woes ... than
all the plagues supposed to issue
from the poisonous box of Pandora."
Such opponents in the convention were no match for Robert
Barnwell, John Rutledge and the
two Pinckneys, who argued that
concessions made to the North at
Philadelphia had been minor. Dr.
David Ramsay provided happy
thought for those so alarmed, arguing that the climate was so bad in
the North that Southerners would
multiply faster and within half a
century would constitute a majority of the population. (Presumably,
in the pre-population-explosion
days, if you couldn't outvote them,
you should try to outbreed them.)
Charles Pinckney praised the checks
and balances of the Constitution
and suggested that the hand of God
must have guided its makers-not a
very modest view, coming from
him. Pro-ratification spokesmen
stressed the need of a central government strong enough to deal with
foreign nations and local factions,
and "the need to restore faith and
confidence in the international
community of trade." Charles
Cotesworth Pinckney also stressed
the harm done by unstable paper
money: "It had corrupted the morals of the people; it had diverted
them from the paths of honest industry to the ways of ruinous spec-

ulation; it had destroyed both public and private credit, and had
brought total ruin on numberless
widows and orphans." These federalists foresaw the possibility that
the new federal government might
assume the heavy burdens of South
Carolina debts (it did); the commercial classes-and this could include
exporting planters-saw the need
for better regulation of commerce.
In the legislature earlier, Charles
Pinckney stressed the federal judicial system as "the most important
and intricate part of the system"
and argued that it had also been
necessary to give the new central
government the authority to use
force to prevent disunion-an interesting argument, in view of later
state history.
The final vote favored ratification, 149 to 73. One important
concession was made: That South
Carolinians in the new federal Congress should support amendments,
including one to provide that the
states keep "every power not expressly relinquished by them" ( the
Tenth Amendment adopted in
1791). In the voting, most of the
Low Country had supported the
new Constitution, while most of
the Up Country (with some Greenville and Pendleton exceptions) opposed it. In a free plebiscite the
people presumably would have repudiated it, but in the Convention,
the federalist-minded Low Country
was over-represented. Aedanus
Burke estimated, "The new plan
has been carried in South Carolina,
notwithstanding 4/ 5 of the people
do, from their souls detest it." In
his heated but not objective view, it
had been adopted for "all the rich,
leading men, along the seacoast and
rice settlements; with few exceptions, lawyers, physicians and divines, the merchants, mechanicks,
the populace, and mob of Charleston" and further every "man formerly a Tory, or British adherent"
was "loud and zealous for the new
Constitution." According to Burke,
"In the interior country, all is disgust, sorrow, and vindictive
reproaches .... "
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Although democratic tendencies
at the moment seemed subdued,
there was alongside the "growing
federalism" ample evidence of
democratic stirrings in the 1780s
and 1 790s despite the thorough
political control of the planters.
Democratic strength had been evident in a 1786 victory of the Up
Country which provided for moving
the capital to Columbia. That location had long been strategically
significant because of the junction
of the Saluda and the Broad, and
the junction of trails west of the
present city at "the Congarees"the area where the Congaree Creek
met the Congaree River, long the
site of both fort and trading post.
The new town was laid out on
the old Taylor plantation ("taking a
damned good plantation to make a
damn poor town," according to one
contemporary), but by its advanced
planning the growth was more orderly, the streets wider, the later
traffic problems less. After the
burning of the old capitol, the legislature first met in 1 790 in the unfinished wooden capitol at the
corner of what were planned as the
two main thoroughfares of the rude
town: Assembly and Senate (named
for the two legislative houses). The
sophisticates from the cosmopolitan coastal country were unhappy,
the "City Gazette" lamenting "no
sermons, balls, or oyster pies" with
which "to amuse and regale the
legislature." (A partial remedy
came early: Balls in the Senate
Chamber.)
The democratic gale from the Up
Country also forced the legislature
soon to call for election of another
sovereign convention, this one in
1790 to write a new state constitution. The legislature did resist the
demands that the convention be
truly representative of the people,
its basis of selection being again the
same as that of the legislature. The
president of the Convention was the
young (age 32) governor, Charles
Pinckney, darling of the Jeffersonians who gave active and creative
leadership in the deliberations.
A 1though Aedanus Burke said
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the Up Country was "where the
strength and numbers of our republick lie," its spokesmen found it
hopeless to establish a truly representative legislature. The old privileged area resisted reapportionment
on the basis of population, or even
on the basis of population and taxation combined. They feared that
the Up Country in the saddle would
not be properly respectful of property or the "existing social order."
The 1 790 Constitution reduced
House membership from 208 to
12 4 and provided for the new
counties (later "districts") to serve
as election districts for the Up
Country, with the Low-Country
legislators still to be chosen by the
old parishes. In the House, Charleston (two parishes) would have 18
seats, most parishes three, the Up
Country districts, two or three. The
Low Country would thus control
the House, 70-54. (White population: 28,644 in Low Country;
111,534 in Up Country. Negroes:
79,216 and 29,679, respectively.)
In the Senate (one member for each
district) the Low Country also controlled, 20-1 7. The undemocratic
tendency also was reflected in the
continuation (but reduction) of
property requirements for candidates; in the fact that most other
officials (the governor, presidential
electors, U.S. senators, most county
officers) were still chosen not by
the people but by this not-veryrepresentative legislature; and in the
fact that the 1790 Constitution was
not submitted back to the people
for ratification. Freedom of religion
at least was now permitted, but
with the warning that such liberty
"shall not be construed as to excuse
acts of licentiousness .... "
Nevertheless, the patient democrats could sense some steps forward and could see a precedent possible for greater changes. Members
of the Low-Country power structure evidently were not so greedy as
they were concerned about security-probably an exaggerated worry
since the changing agriculture (the
spreading of slavery and the plantation system with cotton) within

the next two decades would give
both sections similar economic interests and thereby similar philosophies and mores-and also the
same fears and prejudices.
Significant was the perpetuation
of a colonial practice and principle:
The complete centralization of
power-not in counties or parishes,
but in the state, and there within
only the legislative branch. This, in
fact, was the government. The executive, the judicial and the local officials were all its creatures-a phenomenon that has lingered on in a
state that nevertheless has made so
much of its passionate devotion to
local self-government. It does not
practice fully what it preaches.
The political divisions in the new
nation-Hamiltonians and Jeffersonians, Federalists and Republicans, respectively ( the latter not to
be confused with the present party
of the same name )-found counterparts in South Carolina. More accurately, the long-existing factions
in the state simply merged into the
new national parties. Both had
considerable strength-a truly twoparty state. In the 1 790s the Federalists-the party of "the rich, the
well-born, and the able"-drew
much of their national leadership
from South Carolina (with a Carolinian on the national ticket in four
of the first six national elections).
Federalists also held many offices
in the state, coming from the
groups who had long masterminded
the political course of the state. But
here-as elsewhere-by the opening
years of the 19th century they were
eclipsed by Jeffersonians and the
rising spirit of democracy which
repudiated government of, and by,
the "rich, well-born and able"
people even if they provided government for all the people.
During the first Washington administration (1789-1793) party
lines did not fully crystallize. The
popularity of the first (and more
moderate) phases of the French
Revolution did profit those who
admired Jefferson and Madison and
who could envision change without
inevitable radicalism. As "Madison
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societies" appeared, however, many
Hamiltonians equated opposition
with treason, and Washington
warned that such be "discountenanced" lest they "destroy the
government of this country."
Among the Federalists were
many South Carolina luminaries:
Thomas Pinckney (vice-presidential
nominee, 1796); Charles Cotesworth Pinckney (vice-presidential
nominee, 1800, and presidential,
1804 and 1808); John Rutledge;
Ralph Izard; William Laughton
Smith; Robert Goodloe Harper
( once democratic leader of backwoodsmen); William Henry DeSaussure; Dr. David Ramsay; and other
distinguished men. Sometimes they
broke ranks with their own national
party (this to be a South Carolina
predilection): Only one Congressman supported Hamilton's Bank of
the United States. (Charlestoniaris
nevertheless then bought much
stock in it and saw a branch established there in 1792, where its
building, the present City Hall, still
stands.) Some Carolinians called the
excise tax "universally odious."
The legislature became upset because U.S. Senate meetings were
conducted in secret (until the Third
Congress). The Federalists suffered
greatly in the state ( a split among
themselves) because of the Jay
Treaty with England in 1795,
which appeared to many to involve
truckling to George III. John Rutledge outspokenly criticized the
treaty and was thereupon punished
by Northern Federalists who refused to ratify his appointment as
chief justice. (There were also reports of his failing mental health.)
The Jeffersonians-more democratic of the two factions and more
widespread, being less dependent
on Charleston and wealthy coastal
planters-were harder to organize
and control. But they were not a
party just of the unwashed multitude. Their leader was Charles
Pinckney, cousin of the two Federalist Pinckneys. They included
Edward Rutledge, Pierce Butler (as
aristocratic and snooty as any
Hamiltonian), Thomas Sumter and
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Wade Hampton. They became
tainted by excesses of the French
Revolution (the Federalists generally being pro-English, the Republicans pro-French), but during the
undeclared naval war with France
during John Adams' administration
(1797-1801), they patriotically supported the war and hence avoided
the charges of treason and prosecution under the vindictive Alien
and Sedition Acts of the Federalists. In local elections during that
war (1798), the state Republicans
registered new gains. The fact was
that the masses of South Carolinians had always been antiFederalists-not favoring strong federalism and not happily embracing
"government of the upper classes"
( even though they had long had
such a system). As the political
pendulum swung away from them,
the Federalists could only be surprised that complete calamity did
not ensue as they had loudly predicted-the State Gazette seeing the
vote as repudiation of leaders "in
whom are combined talents, integrity, and patriotism."
South Carolinians made no out-

cry against the Alien and Sedition
Acts (1798), Federalist measures
designed to persecute Republican
opposition with a vengeance in
ways that were neither tolerant nor
constitutional. In response to these
measures, Jefferson and Madison
drafted the first formal statements
(Virginia and Kentucky Resolutions) defining state rights philosophy and virtually proposing nullification as a means by which a state
might thwart such high-handed
federal action. But South Carolina-whose ox had not been gored
by this Federalist bull-South Carolina, the land of Calhoun, Rhett
and Thurmond-refused to be excited here in 1798, and the State
Senate by a vote of 14-11 notified
the Kentucky governor that "the
pressure of the business of this
State" did not permit the time to
give the Kentucky Resolution the
attention that it probably deserved.
For the moment, South Carolina
passed. Too busy.
In the election of 1800 (Adams
vs. Jefferson), the political battles
waxed hot. Especially prevalent
were pamphlets, causing Charles
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Pinckney to write Jefferson, "We
have Literally sprinkled Georgia
and North Carolina from the mountains to the Ocean." One poor voter
lamented he had never before been
"so pestered with politics." The
contest became so bitter that Pinckney cousins were not speaking to
each other. The Republicans captured the legislature; since it made
electoral and gubernatorial decisions, the state's electors went Republican in the Presidential contest,
and John Drayton became governor. Charles Pinckney's stewardship was rewarded by his appointment as minister to Spain. Now
aging, Christopher Gadsden was
alarmed to believe "our planet a
mere bedlam" with "thousands of
lunatics" everywhere.
As Federalist strength receded,
the Carolinians resumed their own
private row over the representation
inequity in the general assembly,
with the Jeffersonian-minded leading the attack on what they saw as
an arbitrary and unjust system, as
perversion of democratic principles.
Disciples of Jefferson reminded the
educated that Pericles had only the

same vote as the humblest citizen;
that rich men already had disproportionate power and hence did not
deserve superfluous political power
also; and that if property was to be
represented, it should be in only
one house, with one house being
exclusively the people's.
This last point paved the way for
the 1808 compromise between the
sections-one that came only because some of the Low-Country ·
gentry declined to use their power
to thwart any and all change. Generosity and a sense of fair play thus
effected the relaxation of LowCountry control-but the real lever
was economic: The spread of the
plantation system and with it the
institution of slavery into the back
country, thereby obviating the old
argument of the need of special
power to protect the "peculiar
institutions" and "the social order"
about which the Low Country
talked-and meant slavery.
The coastal area had argued that
it needed to protect itself-saying
thereby, in effect, that to prevent
abuse of power by the majority, the
power adequate to do just that

must be entrusted to the minority.
As one facetious, fascinated observer noted, it must have stemmed
from a maxim of government that
since there are more fools in the
world than wise men, then the few
(the minority) in disagreements
must always have a better chance of
being right than do the many.
Under the Compromise of 1808
( an amendment, but sometimes
called "the completion of the 1790
Constitution"), each election district (the present counties in the Up
Country, parishes in the lower division) was to have one senator
(Charleston, two). In the House,
each was to have one representative
for each one sixty-second of the
state's population that it contained
and one for each one sixty-second
of the state's taxable wealth that it
contained. This was the great
sectional compromise-and it
"worked" for 60 years. It seemed
to give a slight control to the "upper division," but in actual practice
the "black belt" (now including the
"midlands") still had simply spread
and dominated the legislature. The
Low Country may have appeared to
lose its old plutocratic control, but
nevertheless, "Low-country ideals
by the grace of white cotton and
black slaves had conquered the
state." Until 1865, wealth and
conservatism were to remain
dominant.
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ohn Roddey pulled the pickup
truck off the road beside a grove
of pines and spoke softly to me,
"I don't think there's a crow in
miles of here, but let's get out and
have sort of a rehearsal, or dry run.
You'll see how simple it is."
It was my first crow hunt and I
realized that to match wits with
this denizen of the Carolina hills
and Low Country, the sportsman
must set up communications with
his black-feathered adversary. In
other words, talk crow talk.
"Let's be real quiet. Don't slam
the door," John whispered, adding
a safety lesson, "And don't load
your gun 'til I tell you."
He led the way into the pines
and when I stumbled and almost
fell in the underbrush, I was glad
my shotgun was not loaded.
"This looks like a fine place," he
announced quietly. There were tall
pines and oak trees about us with a
couple of small cedars growing
close together. He maneuvered me
between the cedars, then placed his
automatic decoy in a clearing a few
feet away and "turned it on."
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"Load your gun," he said.
I shoved a couple of shells into
the 12 gauge.
John looked me over, then
motioned. "Take off your wrist
watch or push it up on your arm.
It's shiny and crows have good
eyes."
He scanned the bright autumn
skies and nodded. Taking in his
hand one of the three crow calls on
a string about his neck, he then
turned back to me.
"Now no thing's likely to happen,
but I'm going to call. The idea is to
make the crows think that one of
their flock has found a fellow crow
in trouble on the ground. Maybe he
has been attacked by an owl or
some other enemy. When the crows
come flying over, we shoot."
John put the call to his mouth
and blew. I was amazed at the similarity of the sound to that of crows
I had heard in my jaunts to the
fields. It started with a low note
which rose slowly, then ended with
a sort of growl. He repeated the
call, this time rising to a climax of
long squalls.
October, 1969

Then you could have knocked
me over with a crow feather. From
a short distance to our north there
came a distinct "caw-caw-caw,"
then another "caw-caw-caw," the
excited cries coming close together.
I raised my gun but John turned
quickly to me.
"You can unload your gun. That
was a crow all right, but it was a
scared call, a warning."
"Whadda you mean?" I put the
shells back into my coat pocket.
"Well, when I sent out our message, this fellow picked it up. Probably he was a sentinel on a high tree
some place close. He answered by
telling me that if I were another
crow I'd better get the heck out of
here because he had seen two guys
carrying guns going into the
woods."
"The devil you say. Are they
that smart?"
"Some times smarter," he
winked. "Now you see what there
is to it. Let's move on."
As we drove on, his eyes roved
the countryside. "This time of
year," he explained, "late fall or

early spring, you'll very likely find
crows feeding on grain left in the
fields after harvest time, mostly
corn."
A couple of hundred yards from
the highway we spotted a lone crow
perched atop a dead sweet gum tree
beside a good-sized patch of corn.
"That means others of the flock
are somewhere near," he said
quickly. "We'll drive on out of their
sight and try to call them over to
the woods just ahead."
This time as we gathered up our
gear John took along a small tape
recorder in a knapsack. We took
cover under several small pines.
"Load up!" John was ready.
Then he turned on the tape recorder and let it play for a few
seconds. The cries were so real they
sounded like a crow convention. He
followed the recorded noises with
one of his own calls.
In the distance one crow answered, then another. The "caws"
were not short or closely spaced as
in the "scared" signal but longer in
duration; "c-a-w ... c-a-w"
the cries came closer.
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Roddey woos the birds with "crow talk."

John continued the distress signal with his call and nodded knowingly, "They're coming in. Try to
get the first one."
Almost as he spoke the leader
flew in on a beeline, high over our
hiding place, cawing as he came. His
telescopic eyes picked up our decoy. Spreading his wings he slowed
and, angered at what he saw, sent
up a scream to the flock following.
He wheeled, swooped and dropped
down to circle the area.
John motioned excitedly for me
to fire away, but I was gazing upward, hypnotized, I suppose, at the
sight.
John quickly raised his gun, took
a short lead and pulled the trigger.
The bird plummeted to the brown
needle carpet 15 feet in front of us.
As the first fell, other crows
rocketed in and soon half a dozen
were hovering over the treetops.
I came to life and fired. My first
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crow fell near where John's had
landed. The second barrel dropped
one into a little thicket of scrub
oaks and vines to our right. The
noisy excitement above us increased as reinforcements joined
the embattled circle to replace their
fallen brethren. We kept shooting
and crows continued to drop.
Then I guess I was pressing my
luck because I winged one and he
got away with the others following.
The sky cleared quickly.
"Let's try one more stunt before
they get too far away," John said as
he gathered up the decoy and
empty hulls and led the way a little
deeper into the woods. "We'll set
up again and maybe I can get 'em
back with the dying crow call."
He put the call to his mouth and
a sustained, wailing, piteous sound
went floating after the departed
flock. This time the black decoy on
the ground was intended to be
pleading with his mates: "Wait,
boys, I'm hurt, I'm dying; please,

oh please, don't leave me here like
this. Come back and help me."
After the third call there was an
answer. Then black dots appeared
high over our hiding place. They
circled, dropping only a little. But
they never came back within range.
"They were on to our game,"
John told me, "although they were
curious enough to come back and
have a quick look."
John Roddey, retired textile
executive, has varied and interesting
hobbies and enterprises, including
raising wild birds. He took up crow
hunting as a means of getting a
little out-of-season shooting. It's a
safe fun-packed pastime which a
man might enjoy alone, or with
companions including his wife and
children, for an hour or a day the
year round. There are no closed
seasons or bag limits and crows are
plentiful. They inhabit practically
every area where they may find
food. The United States Department of Agriculture says they are
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known to eat 656 different items
from choice poultry and tender
grain to carrion, weed seed and
insects.
Best known and most seen in the
Carolina Piedmont is the shrillvoiced upland crow. His smaller,
hoarser cousin, the fish crow, lives
mainly in the Low Country or in
river bottoms to which he migrates
following streams up from the
coast.
John's equipment includes a
loose fitting camouflage hunting
coat with pants, cap and gloves to
match. A thin veil is pulled over
face and head. The suit may be
bought complete or homemade
from cloth purchased at an Army
surplus store. The entire outfit may
be slipped on over other clothes.
Often John spots crows while on a
business trip across state, quickly
changes to hunter, has a shoot and
goes on to his destination. He has
wrapped his gun barrel with electrician's tape and applied green and

brown paint. The result is effective, with the caller. He also has a metal
yet can be removed by taking off megaphone with electric amplifier,
the tape.
just another wrinkle to employ on a
His pride and joy is the auto- windy day.
matic decoy, a plastic replica of a
During certain periods of the
crow's body with aluminum wings year, mainly May and June, John
onto which have been glued crow finds that the call of an owl, mortal
feathers. The wings are operated by enemy of the crow, will excite the
a mechanism from a toy bulldozer, black-feathered flock and bring
powered by a single flashlight bat- them closer. The recorder amplifier
tery cell. In action, it simulates a can be planted beside an artificial
wounded crow flapping his wings owl, usually on a stump or a post
slowly in a futile effort to get off near the hunter's hiding place.
the ground. Roddey's friend John
John loads his own shells with
S. Simpson, a retired machinist, No. 9 shot, two and a half drams of
built the decoy.
powder and the Remington Peters
He can blow a wooden call and "H" wad. Hulls can be used time
produce a sound which would fool and again; thus, his shells cost
a crow's twin brother. Calls cost about two cents each.
less than two bucks apiece. He
Crow shooting, John Roddey of
added the tape recorded sounds as a Rock Hill has proved, can be a
means of resting his lungs during a novel experience for the beginner, a
long session of crow calling. Some- new challenge for the experienced
times while parked beside a road he outdoorsman and a bushel of fun to
can locate nearby crows with the boot.
tape, then slip into the woods and
get down to steady "crow talk" Harper Gault is from Rock Hill.

Left: Roddey's automatic decoy is a plastic replica of
a crow's body with aluminum wings onto which have
been glued crow feathers. A battery-operated toy motor
activates the wings. Above: Crow hunters wear camouflaged outfits and even camouflage their gun barrels.
-Photos by Rock McGee
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hen a tour of Beech Island,
South Carolina, was being
planned in the spring of 1968,
it was suggested that I inform
James Henry Hammond of Columbia of this, since Beech Island is the
home of many Hammond family
members. I did, and that was my
introduction to this delightful person who seems to be interested in
everything and everybody. Learning
of the traits of the Hammond
lineage, I was fascinated to see how
clearly they are reflected in James
Henry Hammond or, as I call him,
"Senator."
From this family South Carolina
has gained many public servants
and civic leaders. The grandfather
for whom "Senator" was named
was once a congressman, a governor, and a United States senator,
especially remembered for his
famous speech in the Senate in
1858 in which he extolled the importance of cotton, saying: "You
dare not make war on cotton. No
power on earth dares make war on
it. Cotton is king."
Senator's father, E. Spann, and
an uncle, Marcus Claudius Marcellus
Hammond, served in the South
Carolina Legislature. James served
in the House and in the Senate for a
number of years. He has served as
chairman of the S.C. Ports Authority, the Lyles-Flood Power Authority, the S.C. Public Service Authority (Santee-Cooper), War Bond
sales during World War II, and as
head of the Columbia Sesquicentennial Commission. He has organized and led many civic organizations.
Education is a tradition with the

Hammonds. Elisha, Senator's greatgr and father from Massachusetts,
was a scholarly man, graduating-as
have many of the family-from
Dartmouth. When he moved South
he became professor of languages at
South Carolina College. His son,
who became governor, graduated
from this college, read law in
Columbia and Augusta and was
admitted to the bar. The governor's
son, Spann, graduated from the
University of Georgia, attended the
Medical College at Charleston and
finished at the Medical Department
of the University of Pennsylvania.
Spann 's older son, Oscar Dunbar
Hammond, graduated second in his
class at the Medical College of
Charleston. James attended Porter
Academy, graduated from The
Citadel in 1907 and three years
later received his LLB degree from
the University of South Carolina. In
1960 the honorary degree of LLD
was conferred upon him by The
Citadel.
It was during the administration
of Gov. Hammond that the arsenal
at Charleston was converted into a
military academy on the plan of
West Point and became The Citadel.
The governor's brother, Marcus
Claudius Marcellus, was commandant of West Point and later
president of the Board of Visitors
of "The Point." Senator was long a
member of the Board of Visitors at
The Citadel and president of the
Association of Citadel Men. He has
the distinction of being elected
captain of the football teams at The
Citadel and later at the university.
Prolific writing of letters, poetry
nonsense, diaries, histories, genealSand lapper

By
Dorothy
Mac Dowell

Above: James Henry Hammond with long-time friend James F. Byrnes. Below:
Members of the family at the unveiling of the Hammond portrait at the Hammond
Room of Columbia's Security Federal Building: (L. to R.) Harriet Hammond, James
H. Hammond, Laura Phares, the late Dr. Dunbar Hammond and Mrs. Dunbar Hammond.
-Photo by Alt-Lee Photographers
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ogies, etc., is another distinguishing
characteristic of this family, mentioned by LaBorde in his "History
of the South Carolina College."
Great-great-grandmother Spann,
LaBorde said, was a woman of
/'esprit who wrote rhymes. Gov.
Hammond published a newspaper
for a time. He corresponded with
men like William Gregg, Gen. Wade
Hampton, W. Gilmore Simms and
President Jackson. Collections of
his prodigious writings and records
are in the Library of Congress and
the South Caroliniana Library, contributions to the latter having been
made by Senator, who also is a
prodigious writer, collector and
composer of poetry and nonsense.
When his close friend James F.
Byrnes was governor of South Carolina, he gave the senator a knife;
this was the "thank you" Byrnes
received:
What Cha' Ma-Callum Knife

I've never seen in all my life
So many gadgets in a knife.
To cut and gouge or turn a bolt,
Tighten, loosen, or grab a bolt.
For parlor, kitchen, yard, and barn,
A city weapon-implements for
farm.
Every tool for one tool shed,
Clustered and bound in handle red,
"Thinger m'bobs" I know not what
for
Nor do you either, Mr. Governor!
Punches and screw drivers on its
back,
A thumb nail pulls them from the
pack.
Tweezers, nail cleaner on its side
In their slots, but out they slide.
Across the front a complete array,
Everything for work and play.
Here's a cutter, there's a file,
Saw and scaler of the latest style.
Every tool for peace or war
For which I am thankful, Mr.
Governor!
There is an "Adage" that a bladed
gift
Will sever friendship, produce a rift,
Unless the receiver by token defend
Give a button, penny, or an old
bent pin.
And this here knife so filled with
blades,
Could start a war or some tyrade.
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So here's the penny to go back to
you
With bent pin and button to make
it sure.
And the knife I keep and I thank
you for,
I deeply appreciate it, Mr.
Governor!

Gov. Byrnes and the senator are
still close friends, the latter being
president of the newly formed
Byrnes Foundation, whose officers
and directors include Speaker of
the S.C. House of Representatives
Solomon Blatt, Heyward Clarkson,
Gen. Mark Clark, Gen. Lucius Clay
and Gen. William C. Westmoreland.
The senator was an attendant in
the wedding of Margaret Westmoreland, Gen. Westmoreland's sister, to
Heyward Clarkson. Known as a
man who dresses differently, the
senator on this special occasion decided to regale himself in "proper"
clothes. However, he insisted upon
walking to the church as he wanted
everyone to see him dressed up; but
he was disappointed for no one
recognized him. Sartorially, Senator
is quite unlike his grandfather, who
preferred the best and even had a
special gold-braided uniform made
for him when he was "general" of
the militia. The uniform can be
seen in the Citadel Museum.
A number of the Hammond family were devotees of cockfighting. A
first cousin of the senator by the
same name developed the famous
Hammond Gordon breed of game
chickens. The University of South
Carolina, home of the Fighting
Gamecocks, now has its own collection of sharp steel gamecock
spurs and other mementoes of
cockfighting given by the senator,
captain of the Gamecock football
team in 1909.
The Hammonds, many of whom
were planters and large landowners,
frequently donated property for
schools, agricultural clubs,
churches, cemeteries, roads and
civic buildings. Gov. Hammond
gave to USC a valuable block of
land in what is now the center of
the campus. Senator has planned,
laid off, and given the land for

many roads around Columbia and
other areas.
Over 100 years ago Harry, son of
Gov. Hammond, brought from
France hundreds of valuable grape
vines to plant on the thousands of
acres owned by his father. Harry
Hammond's son, Judge Henry Hammond, was known far and wide for
his magnificent gardens which were
open to the public each year, with
invitation extended in the local
papers:
WANTED

All my friends and enemies to visit
my camellia garden, O'Hara's corner Walton Way extension. Flowers
in full bloom. Leave dogs and bad
children at home.

Beautification has long been a
project of the senator; he has
planted thousands of trees for
others to enjoy and was one of the
creators of the Forestry Commission. When making talks at
schools, as he often does, he takes
with him seedlings of all kinds to
give the children.
In 1967 two school annuals were
dedicated to the senator: the yearbook of the James H. Hammond
Academy (which is dedicated to
Senator and his grandfather, the
governor, for whom the school is
named) and "The Sphinx" of The
Citadel. A fitting tribute to the
diverse endeavors of Senator is recorded in "The Sphinx":
"The honorable James Henry
Hammond is a man whose contributions to South Carolina and The
Citadel have been equalled by few.
A member of the class of 1907, Mr.
Hammond is a Columbia, S.C.,
attorney whose endeavors extend
into a remarkable diversity of
fields. This venerable gentleman has
enriched himself and others by
achieving success in the fields of
law, politics, economics, athletics,
commerce, the fine arts, religion,
scholarship, civil affairs and the
military."

Dorothy K. MacDowell is a freelance writer from Aiken.
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J\rt in the Carolinas: Mention Washington Allston, the painter, and

By
Gene Owens
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1\Robert Mills, the architect, and where do you go from there?

Take an autumn drive into the South Carolina Piedmont, where
nature flings a color palette of red clay, golden harvest, flaming foliage
and blue sky over and around the bustling textile town of Lancaster. Make
it some time between October 17 and October 26-the time of the 11th
annual Springs Art Contest and Show. Step inside the brick National Guard
Armory, a block off U.S. 521, and immerse yourself in Carolinas' art.
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James Frangides of Parsons School of Design in New York, Springs' 1968 judge.

Between 30 and 35 paintings are selected for the Springs Traveling
Art Show which premieres in the Springs Building in Manhattan.

Luminaries of the art world
make the trek annually and invariably come away impressed with
the quality produced by Carolina
artists. The show, sponsored by
Springs Mills, Inc., South Carolina's
homegrown textile giant, presents a
broad spectrum of art. It's open to
anybody in the two Carolinas-amateur or professional.
Entries range from sophisticated
pop art to crude primitives. A
child's primitive stick drawing may
hang near a $1,000 oil that attempts to explore the psyche of the
cosmos. A little old grandmother's
watercolor of a white, tree-shaded
country church may hang near a
piece of pop art fashioned from
automobile bumpers and mufflers.
There inay be a mist-wrapped
coastal forest that whispers a mood
in delicate watercolors. And an oil
painting of a caged animal that rev er berates with social comment,
brutal in its impact.
There's a delightful blend of innocence and sophistication, and
that adds a strengthening element
of charm to the show, says Stephen
50
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R. McCrae, manager of art services
for Springs. "This might get criticism from big-city professionals,"
said McCrae, "but for the amateur
painter and the general public, this
is the most interesting part of the
show." Springs calls this the largest,
most representative non-juried art
show in the two Carolinas.
From the 500 or more entries
each year, a first prize winner is selected for a $1,000 purchase award.
Another $500 is distributed among
the next three places. The first
prize winner is added to Springs'
permanent art collection. Between
30 and 35 paintings are selected for
the Springs Traveling Art Show,
which has its premier showing in
the Springs Building in midtown
Manhattan. The traveling show includes the cash prize winners and a
group of honorable mention winners. The show spends 10 months
on the road and travels to colleges,
museums and other institutions
throughout the Carolinas. McCrae
says there's a waiting list of institutions wishing to host the popular
exhibit.
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Springs brings in top-flight judges
each year to pick the winners.
"Some of our judges are leaders in
the art world," said McCrae. He includes in this category the 1969
judge-William Agee, associate curator of the Museum of Modern Art
in New York. Last year's judge was
James Frangides, chairman of the
graphic design department of
Parsons School of Design in New
York. Other jurors have been Henry
Geldzahler, then associate curator
of American paintings and sculpture at the Metropolitan Museum of
Art; Alicia Legg, associate curator
of the Department of Painting and
Sculpture Exhibitions at the Museum of Modern Art; and Lee Nordness, owner of N ordness Gallery in
New York and organizer of some of
the largest juried exhibitions of
American art.
The Springs Art Contest and
Show developed from the unorthodox art interests of Col. Elliott
White Springs, the flamboyant
genius who headed the Springs textile organization from 1931 until
his death in 1959. Springs went to

great lengths to obtain in 1947 a
collection of paintings by Grace
Drayton, who had done illustrations for a leading soup company. She reproduced a collection
of great paintings in recognizable
detail except for the faces, where
she substituted her own tongue-incheek Kewpies. "I haven't the faintest idea what I'll do with them, but
it's the start of something," Springs
wrote at the time.
The colonel occasionally used
the Kewpies in his famous Springmaid advertising spoofs, but what
they really started was a collection
of art that has since come to include the works of some of the
Carolinas' best artists. The Drayton
paintings---along with winning entries in the Springs Art Contest and
Show-now hang in the hall of the
Springs Executive Office Building
in Fort Mill-itself an architectural
reflection of the colonel's taste for
the unorthodox.
The Springs Art Contest and
Show didn't begin until 1958, although Springs from time to time
sponsored art contests, usually in
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search of paintings of his plants or
offices. The forerunner of the
present show was just such a contest. It was open to members of the
Lancaster County Art Association
and the subject had to be the
Springs Executive Office Building
or some other building belonging to
the company.
The next year-1959-Springs
invited artists from throughout the
two Carolinas to submit entries. He
offered a $500 top prize and put no
restrictions on the artist except for
minimum and maximum size limitations. The colonel died that year,
but the show has continued and
with the same basic format. The
purchase prize has been raised to
$1,000. And last year the show was
opened to sculpture as well as
paintings. Last year's second prize
winner was a bronze contemporary
sculpture by John T. Acorn, who
teaches sculpture at Clemson University.
Elliott Springs started the show
to stimulate interest in art on the
part of residents of the communities in which his company had
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plants, at that time Lancaster,
Chester, Fort Mill and Kershaw. At
first the bulk of the entries was
from these towns. Now the entries
pour in from throughout the two
states and entries from the Springs
area are in the minority. Schools
such as the Universities of North
Carolina and South Carolina "are
sending truckloads at a time," said
Mccrae. Entries also come from
artists spread over an area from
Greenville to Boone in North Carolina and Clemson to Charleston in
South Carolina. Last year 504 entries came in from 116 communities in the two states. The year before there were 638 entries from
120 communities.
Has the show accomplished its
original purpose?
"It definitely has," said Mccrae.
"The people of our plant areas
understand more about art and art
trends. They have a better understanding of the color, design, movement and feeling behind a painting-what makes a picture tick."
McCrae estimates that 6,000 to
7,000 visitors file past the art works
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Don H. Williams

EASTERN EDGE

each fall. Elementary schools and
high schools send classes through
the armory to see what Carolina
artists are doing. Many thousands
more see the Springs Traveling
Show.
The judges in recent years have
tended to select abstracts for winners, although some of the first
prize paintings have been starkly
realistic. "All of the judges are
pleasantly surprised when they see
the show," said Mccrae. "The
quality and scope exceed their
expectations."
Several of the winriing artists
have made national reputations. At
least one of the popular prize
winners later gave up his worka-day career and took up painting
full time. J. Bardin, now head of
the Richland Art School at the
Columbia Museum of Art, has won
first prize three times-in 1961,
1962 and 1963. Other winners have
been Philip Moose, Newton, North
Carolina, 1959; Buddy Wall,
Monroe, North Carolina, then a student at the Ringling School of Art,
1960; Warren Johnson, Columbia

Margaret McGinn

designer and draftsman, 1964;
Victor Huggins, then on the art faculty at the University of North
Carolina, now an art instructor in
Tennessee, 1965 and 1967; Marilyn
Gordley, art teacher at Eastern
Carolina University, Greenville,
North Carolina, 1966; and Nell
Lafaye, Columbia art teacher .and
painter, 1968. Referring to Miss
Lafaye's winning entry, Frangides
said he was "struck particularly by
the competence of the painter." He
said he would like to see some of
Miss Lafaye's works exhibited in
the better art galleries of New
York. Asked if that were her
ambition, the artist replied, "No. I
would like to bring South Carolina's art up to the New York
level."
Many a visitor to the Springs Art
Contest and Show comes away with
the impression that Miss Lafaye and
her fellow artists in the Carolinas
are on their way to realizing this
ambition.

Gene Owens is manager of publications for Springs Mills, Inc.
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1969 and does not wish a renewal
notice to be sent to the donee, he
should notify us at least by the end
of October.
When requested, we are presently
keeping a record of gift subscription donors and do not anticipate this problem in the future.
Processing of gift renewal subscriptions will be greatly facilitated
if complete name and address
(including zip code) is sent. Also,
please indicate whether the gift is a
new subscription or a renewal.

GIFT
SUGGESTIONS
FROM

sandlapper
NEEDLEWORK PATTERNS
Gamecock
$2.00
Tiger
$2.00
Bulldog
$2.00
Wildflower
$2.00
Instruction Booklet $1.00
(Add 25¢ postage)

CLOWN PRINTS
(Set of 4)

Art-Photography Contest

$1.00

FULL-COLOR MAP OF
NORTH CAROLINA AND
SOUTH CAROLINA-1827
By H.S. Tanner
$10.00

SANDLAPPER BINDERS
Volumes I, II and III
Each $4.00

Publisher's
Pondering

SANDLAPPER '68
$15.00
(Add 50¢ postage)

BACK ISSUES OF
SANDLAPPER
each $1.00
(Jan., Feb., Mar. 1968
out of print)
(Add 25¢ postage)

MILLS' ATLAS
$50.00
Individual Maps each $6.00

In South Carolina
Add 4% Sales Tax
Sandlapper Press, Inc.
P.O. Box 1668
Columbia, S.C. 29202
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Christmas Gift Subscriptions
Renewal-New
Would you believe that we received our first order for a Christmas gift renewal subscription to
"Sandlapper" on July 10! This
made us Christmas conscious in the
midst of a hot, humid summer
week.
Last Christmas was our first
one-since we first began publication in January 1968-and we did
not have the equipment required to
keep a record of gift subscription
donors.
Thus, if a donor wishes to renew
a Christmas gift subscription in

In celebration of South Carolina's 300th Anniversary, the Tricentennial Commission and S.C.
State Ports Authority have announced an art and photography
contest. The deadline is November
14, 1969.
Paintings in any media, and black
and white and color photographs
depicting dock activity at South
Carolina ports are eligible. The only
stipulation is that "the picture must
have some directly recognizable
connection with South Carolina
ports." The contest is open to
South Carolina residents and South
Carolinians living elsewhere, as well
as to crews of merchant ships calling at the port.
Awards in each of the three contests are divided into professional
and amateur divisions. Three cash
awards are offered in each division
of each contest. The winning entries and a few selected outstanding
works will be chosen for a traveling
exhibit to tour the state's major
museums.
A prospectus entitled "Seaports
300," which provides complete information on submission of entries,
selection of winners, awards, etc.,
can be obtained from Mrs. Rosalie
M. Smith, S.C. State Ports Authority, P.O. Box 817, Charleston, S.C.
29402.
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What makes the Piedmont great
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horseless carriage ; you are fifty years
ahead of your time."
In a sense, his uncle was right. The
cost of building steam-powered vehicles
was too high, and it was to be several
years before gasoline engines were applied to vehicles. And so, except for his own use , Stribling never benefited from his invention.
But , John Stribling's patented differential is basically the same design and principle in use in today's
automobiles and trucks.
Stribling lived to see the modern automobile . But,
he never owned one. Nevertheless, he was content with
the fact that he had made a major contribution to the
development of transportation.
The imagination and ingenuity of John Stribling
helped make this area great. It is in that spirit that
Duke Power is working for an even greater Piedmont.

The car
that was built
too soon

John V Stribling was a civil engineer
with unusual mechanical skill, who lived
in South Carolina's Oconee and Anderson Counties.
In the early I 880's, Stribling decided
he needed a machine to carry seed from
the railroad to his yarn mill. And since nothing available was satisfactory, he decided the only way to get
what he wanted was to make it. So, he went to work.
In his small machine shop, Stribling developed a
revolutionary gear arrangement which applied power
from a steam engine to wheels of his carriage. The
driving axle and differential gears were enclosed in a
hollow shell. His invention was patented June 13, I 882.
Though rather crude in appearance, Stribling's
horseless carriage rolled out of his shop and was put
to work. Stribling was overjoyed. His uncle wasn't.
"Johnny," he said, "the world is not ready for the

•- Power l~E/OW[f
~!i!
DUKe
Free reprints of this series ore available through your local Duke Power office.

By Charles E. Thomas
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outh Carolina's greatest contribution to the White House might
be the recipe for Huguenot
Torte which Angelica Singleton included in the wagonload of trunks
bearing her bridal trousseau from
Home Place near Sumter and Stateburg when she married Maj. Abraham Van Buren and became her
father-in-law's first lady in the fall
of 1838.
Certainly of all the favorite recipes of Presidents of the United
States pictured in "The First Ladies
Cook Book," published for Parents'
Magazine Press, copyright 1965, the
Huguenot Torte of President Van
Buren's administration is the most
colorful and mouth-watering dessert. Two color photographs of the
dessert are provided in the cook
book and the torte is depicted again
on the back cover.
A torte is described as "a rich
cake, variously made, as of eggs,
finely chopped nuts, and crumbs or
a little flour." South Carolinians
have relished and prized the Huguenot Torte since their Protestant
ancestors came to the state in the
17th century, bringing with them
recipes for many native French
dishes.
Huguenot Torte may be made in
both one-layer and three-layer
versions:
One-Layer Huguenot Torte
2 eggs, whole
112 teaspoon salt
1 cup peeled and chopped tart
cooking apples
1 cup coarsely chopped pecans
1 teaspoon vanilla
1112 cups white granulated sugar
4 tablespoons flour, mixed with
2112 teaspoons baking powder
1 cup whipped cream, lightly sweetened and flavored with
1 teaspoon almond flavoring

Charles E. Thomas is from Greenville.

'Corte~
October, 1969

Beat eggs and salt with rotary
beater until light and fluffy, then
gradually beat in sugar. Fold in
apples and pecans with a whisk.
Add vanilla, flour and baking
powder. Pour into well-greased baking pan about 8 by 12 or 9 by 9
inches and at least 2 inches deep.
Bake in 325 degree oven for 45
minutes, until crusty and light
brown. The torte will swell up and
form a crust on top and liquid
batter may ooze over the edge unless you occasionally prick the torte
with a cooking fork to allow steam
to escape. When done, the torte will
shrink into the pan, and the texture
is that of a macaroon rather than of
a souffle which it seems to resemble. This may be served warm
cut into squares. However, it is best
when chilled overnight, cut into 8
squares which can be lifted out
with a pancake turner, and served
with the sweetened and flavored
whipped cream.
Here is a variation in which the
dessert is baked in three layers as
illustrated:
Three-Layer Huguenot Torte
6 eggs, whole
112 teaspoon salt
4112 cups powdered sugar
3 cups chopped skinned tart apples
3 cups coarsely chopped pecans
3 teaspoons vanilla extract
12 teaspoons flour, mixed with
112 teaspoon baking powder
112 cup apricot jam
3 cups sliced tart apples
3 cups whipped cream, lightly
flavored with
3 teaspoons almond flavoring and
3 tablespoons confectioners' sugar

Beat whole eggs with · salt until
light and fluffy. Gradually add the
powdered sugar and continue beating until stiff. Fold in apples and
nuts with a rubber scraper. Add
vanilla, flour and baking powder,
and pour into three well-greased

baking pans measuring 8 by 12
inches, at least 3 inches deep. Bake
in 325 degree oven for 45 minutes
until crusty and light brown. During the baking, prick with fork once
or twice to allow steam to escape.
Allow to get cold in the pan overnight. Turn out. Place one layer on
jelly roll pan. Strain the apricot jam
and brush top of layer with a little
jam. Cover the top with overlapping
thin slices of peeled apple. Sprinkle
with a little sugar and hold under
broiler to singe the edges of the
apples. Cool, and glaze with the remainder of the apricot jam. Sandwich three layers with whipped
cream, reshape and stick around the
edge with the following meringue:
Meringue
3 egg whites, beaten to soft peaks
1 cup powdered sugar
% cup granulated sugar

Beat 3 egg whites to soft peaks,
gradually add the powdered sugar,
and continue beating until stiff.
Fill into pastry bag with a large
plain tube about the size of a
quarter. Line a jelly roll pan with
waxed paper, and pipe out the
meringue in small egg shapes.
Sprinkle tops with granulated
sugar and bake in 325 degree oven
for a half hour or until firm to the
touch. Pour a little cold water
underneath the paper and slide
with a spatula to loosen the meringue from the paper. Put remaining whipped cream in a pastry bag
with a small star tube; pipe rosettes of whipped cream around
the edge of the cake and stick
meringues around the sides.

Recipes and photo reproduced
by special permission of Parents'
Magazine Press, publishers of "The
First Ladies Cook Book," copyright 1965.

A White House Dessert
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UNIVERSITY OF
SOUTH CAROLINA PRESS

Announces
the recent reprinting of
THE SOUTH CAROLINA
COOKBOOK
By The South Carolina Extension Homemakers Council and
The Clemson Extension Home
Economics Staff
$4.95
Now available in time for holiday
menu planning and gift giving.

SOUTH CAROLINA:
A SHORT HISTORY,
1520-1948
By David Duncan Wallace $10.00
Another popular reprint now available,
this book has long been considered the
authoritative political history of South
Carolina. It is a valuable study for
both native South Carolinians and for
those who are adopting residence in
the state.

Recently published
THE PROMISED LAND:
THE HISTORY OF THE
SOUTH CAROLINA LAND
COMMISSION, 1869-1890
By Carol K. R. Bleser
$6.95
This is the first book in the Tricentennial Studies series, and it describes
South Carolina's unique Reconstruction program that provided freedmen with the opportunity to become
landowners.
Available at The Corner Book Store,
Inc., Camden; The Book Basement and
Legerton & Company, Charleston; The
R.L. Bryan Company, White's, Plaza
Book Store, Gittman 's on Devine, and
The South Carolina Book Store,
Columbia; and at all better bookstores.
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THE WRITINGS OF WILLIAM
GILMORE SIMMS, Volume I:
VOLTMEIER, OR THE MOUNTAIN MEN. Introduction and Explanatory Notes by Donald Davidson and Mary C. Simms Oliphant.
University of South Carolina Press.
$15.00.

This is the first of a planned
15-volume "Centennial Edition of
the Works of William Gilmore
Simms." Simms was a prolific
writer and is recognized today as
the most representative man of
letters of the Old South. Written in
1868, "Voltmeier" has never before
appeared in book form, but was
first published in 26 weekly installments, beginning on March 6,
1869, in the "Illuminated Western
World."
Set in the rugged border range
country between South and North
Carolina in the early years of the
19th century, this novel depicts the
ordinary, yet at the same time extraordinary, life in frontier America.
Simms describes Spartanburg in the
first chapter as a "showy and imposing town with fine churches and colleges" in 1868. Describing it as it was
40 years earlier, when the narrative
takes place, he writes that it was a
"pretty mountain hamlet, occupying an undulating surface, dotted
with neat cottages, a score or two of
shops confined to one street, and
occasional small farmsteads, which
agreeably diversified its general aspects to the eye of taste.''
Written with the sardonic humor
that made Simms so popular with
his contemporaries and that continues to make his work interesting
and entertaining for the modern
reader, the story is woven around
Leonard Voltmeier, a German immigrant and intellectual. A complex
and enigmatic figure, Voltmeier
leads a double life as a cultured

Southern landowner as well as a
leader of an outlaw gang. The conflict between his oddly contradictory vocations, never reconciled,
eventually brings about his death.
As the only professional man of
letters in the Old South-more than
80 volumes of his works were published in his lifetime-and a recognized spokesman for Southern ideas
in non-literary fields, Simms in
many ways represents the epitome
of pre-Civ.il War Southern thought.
His works embody the richness and
virility of this thought, in addition
to its increasing sectionalism and its
prejudices. What James Fenimore
Cooper was to the Northern frontier, Simms was to the South, depicting the mind and character of
its people in all the different and
complex strata of society.
An understanding of Simms is
one of the essential keys to an understanding of the Old South and
its relationship to the development
of both sectional and national consciousness in the 19th century. The
relevance of such a study to problems which still, in changing forms,
remain with us today is obvious. As
such, Simms' writings are of interest to historians as well as to students of literature, to sociologists,
economists and linguists. For those
reading primarily for pleasure,
Simms' writings in general, and
"Voltmeier" in particular, will provide hours of enjoyment.
The text of "V oltmeier" was established by Prof. James B. Meriwether of the Department of English
at the University of South Carolina.
It was approved as being precise and
historically accurate by the Center
for Editions of American Authors of
the Modern Language Association of
America. The Center, which was located at New York University, has
moved recently to the University of
South Carolina.
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NEW MOON RISING. By Eugenia
Price. 277 pages. J.B. Lippincott
Company. $5.95.

In the second novel of her proposed St. Simons trilogy, Eugenia
Price has chosen a theme of rebellion. Rebellion and reconciliation
form the substance of "New Moon
Rising," centered about the life of
Horace Gould and mirrored by the
age in which he lived.
The book opens on a surprisingly
contemporary note as Horace returns to his native Georgia Sea
Island home, having been expelled
from Yale for participating in a
student protest movement (an
actual historical event which occurred in 1830). Thrust out of the
bustling, intellectual atmosphere of
the North which he has come to
admire, having vowed not to return
to the academic world, yet Horace
finds himself unreconciled to the
Southern planter's world of his
father. He loves the land but finds
himself out of touch with its
people, unable to accept a way of
life based on the slave system; more
than this, however, he is unreconciled to himself. Thus, though still
a boy in his teens, Horace becomes
a man in exile.
From here the book follows his
wanderings-Savannah to New Orleans to Mississippi riverboat-at the
same time weaving in counterpoint
a large measure of life as it continues on St. Simons, leading inevitably to Horace's first tentative
homecoming and from thence to
his final reconciliation.
However, just as Horace Gould is
moving towards a reunion with the
society in which he belongs, this
society itself is moving towards an
irreparable separation. While dwelling chiefly on the personal elements
in the lives of the Gould family,
their neighbors and friends, the
book also mirrors the Southern
planter's position in the years before 1860--setting forth the divisions between North and South
which led finally to secession and
Civil War. Still torn in this respect,
Horace finds his hatred for slavery
October, 1969

has grown even stronger, yet he can
see no other answer for the system
by which he lives. When war comes,
he fights to save his land, not its
institutions. The book ends on a
note of hope-at last he is free, as
free as his former slaves-having lost
everything, but determined to rebuild a new world.
As in her first novel, "The Beloved Invader," Miss Price has here
woven a fictionalized account
around the facts concerning real
people who actually lived on St.
Simons Island during the period
depicted. She first discovered the
Gould story in an unpublished
manuscript written by Horace's
granddaughter and elaborated on
this source with the help of
Gould's living descendants and the
descendants of other area natives.
In addition, the author seems to
have devoted a great deal of time
and research delving into the
manners and customs of the
period, even down to retracing the
routes of coastal riverboats and
rediscovering authentic Sea Island
slave songs and dialect (as preserved by the descendants of
Negro slaves who lived on St.
Simons at the time).
A native of West Virginia, Eugenia Price spent many years as a
radio writer in Chicago before
discovering St. Simons Island in
1960. Since that time she has lived
in and written about the area of
her adopted home, surrounded by
elements from the lives of her
characters, in direct contact with
their descendants and the past of
this particularly colorful area.
Perhaps this is what makes her
novels so vivid. At the end of
''New Moon Rising" she quotes
from a book published in 1880, at
which time Horace Gould and his
fellow classmates expelled in 1830
were awarded honorary degrees by
Yale. Speaking of his life after
Yale, he mentions his "'seven
unsettled years' " and concludes:
'' ' . . . this Island has evermore
been my home.' " The author
quite obviously echoes these
sentiments.

BRYAN'S
Fall Book Sale
Savings up to 25%
During October Only

NOVELS
ART -

MUSIC

COOK BOOKS
FLOWER ARRANGING
HISTORY
C HILDREN 'S BOOKS
$1 to $14.95

Perfect for all your
Gift Giving!

The R. L. Bryan Company
1440 Main Street
Columbia, South Carolina
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EVENTS
"Sandlapper" has been informed
by the director of the South Carolina Arts Commission that the organization must discontinue its assistance in compiling our Events
Section.
Thus, all activities to be considered for the Calendar of Events
must be sent directly to the Activities Editor, Sandlapper Press, Inc.,
P. 0. Box 1668, Columbia, South
Carolina 29202, no later than 30
days prior to the first of the month
in which the activity will occur.

WHEN YOU THINK
OF FASHION ...
THINK OF LOURIE'S
For the discriminating woman
who appreciates quality and
good taste . . . for the contemporary woman in her many
moods . . . from formals to
casual ... Lourie's offers fresh
and exciting fashions by leading designers.
Second Floor of Fashion

dance
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OCTOBER

23
CHARLESTON-Municipal Auditorium-Canadian National Ballet.

:

..:..:.:

.

--

~
1601 Main Street
Columbia, S. C.

NOVEMBER
3
HARTSVILLE-Coker College-Ballet
Brio.

24
GAFFNEY-Limestone CollegeLimestone College Dance Club,
Modern Dance Recital.

Jack
Rabbit
Company...
A Carolina Institution

lectures
OCTOBER
1
SPARTANBURG-The Arts Center-Mrs.
Frederick Ritsch, "Transition to the
Modern Era"; Lecture Series entitled
"Modern Art: What Is It?"

6
COLUMBIA-Museum of Art-Bob Brabham, "The Art of Film Making."
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We have been processing film since 1920 for
people all across the U.S.A. Why not send us
your film today for the finest quality prints, movies and slides at the lowest prices. For complete

.J --~ :_.

price list and_free ~ailin~
envelope, write to.
_;~/,;·_ __
_ --~~
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Spartanburg, S. C. 29301

Since 1920 a Carolina Institution
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6

SPARTANBURG-The Arts Center-Miss
Betty Jane Bramlett, "Impressionism";
Lecture Series entitled "Modern Art:
What Is It?"

CLEMSON-Clemson University-The
Brussels Chamber Orchestra, conducted by Maurice Bonnaerens.

11

14
SPARTANBURG-Wofford College-Dr.
William A. Benfield, "The Ecumenical
Movement."

~

WHEN DISTINCTION IS IMPORTANT

Palmetto
3-nteriorj
EUROPEAN ANTIQUES,
SILVER, AND RUGS
ON DISPLAY.
COMPLETE

ABBEVILLE-"Music in Motion," Outstanding High School Bands in Marching Routines and Concert Numbers.

13

15
SPARTANBURG-The Arts Center-Miss
Melba Long, "French Art in the Early
20th Century"; Lecture Series entitled
"Modern Art: What Is It?"

22
SPARTANBURG-The Arts Center-Miss
Melba Long, "French Art IIl";;b:,ecture
Series entitled "Modern Art: What Is
It?"

27
COLUMBIA-Museum of Art-Ann
Brodie, "Russian Ballet: The Great
Periods of the Past."

SPARTANBURG-Converse CollegeFaculty Recital.

18
CHARLESTON-Municipal Auditorium-Charleston Symphony Orchestra, Donald Voorhees, Guest Conductor.
COLUMBIA-Dreher High AuditoriumColumbia Philharmonic Orchestra,
featuring Richard Cass, Piano.

19
CAMDEN-The Prague Chamber Orchestra.

29
SP ART ANBURG-The Arts CenterWilliam Beeson, "German Expressionism"; Lecture Series entitled "Modern
Art : What Is It;

COLUMBIA-Museum of Art-Museum
Concert Series, Bencini and Lee, Two
Piano.

NOVEMBER

COLUMBIA-Township AuditoriumOsipov Balalaika Orchestra of Moscow.

20
10

)EN KINS
REALTY, INC.

~
?2eJidentiat
eommezciat
':lJeC1etopez

COLUMBIA-Museum of Art-"Jasper
Johns: New Directions," films and
taped slide lecture with comments by
the artist.

18
COLUMBIA-Museum of Art-Maynard
Pearlstine, AIA, "Adventure in Architecture."

.

n1us1c

5219 TRENHOLM ROAD
COLUMBIA, S. C. 29206

OCTOBER

21
GAFFNEY-Limestone College-Turnau
Opera Company, "Die Fledermaus."

22
CLEMSON-Clemson University-Osipov
Balalaika Orchestra of Moscow.

24
CLEMSON-Clemson University-U.S.
Army Field Band and Soldier's Chorus
Concert.

1
Telephone 787-5727
(Area Code 803)
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SP ART ANBURG-Spartanburg Junior
College-Chuckliturgical Folk Jazz:
Howard Hanger Trio.

26
COLUMBIA-Dreher High AuditoriumElizabeth Patrick, Soprano.

Sandlapper

27

21

SP ART ANBURG-Converse CollegeFaculty Recital.

COLUMBIA-Lyric Theatre Production,
"Gypsy Baron."

NOVEMBER
2
COLUMBIA-Museum of Art-Mary
Ingham, Violin and Piano.

22
CHARLESTON-Municipal Auditorium-Roberta Peters.

The Perfect Gift for
Girl Scouts, Boy Scouts,
lndiophiles, History Buffs,
Amateur Explorers and other
Outdoor Enthusiasts.

~

24
3
COL UM BIA-Museum of Art-Musical
Program of Bach by Perla Sumner with
Interpretative Commentary.

SP ART ANBURG-Memorial Auditorium-John Alexander, Metropolitan
Opera Tenor.

4
HARTSVILLE-Coker College-Music
Majors' Recital.

COLUMBIA-Township AuditoriumAnna Moffo and Richard Tucker.

25
GAFFNEY-Limestone College-Faculty
Recital, Douglas Nelson, Baritone.

29
CHARLESTON-Municipal Auditorium-Charleston Symphony Orchestra, with Guest Soloist Valentin
Gheorghiu, Pianist.

GREENVILLE-Greenville Symphony
Orchestra, "King David."

OCTOBER

10-11

GREENWOOD-Lander College-''Spoon
River Anthology."

1-2

15
COLUMBIA-Dreher High AuditoriumColumbia Philharmonic Orchestra,
featuring John Bauer, Violinist.

3-4, 6-11
SPARTANBURG-Spartanburg Little
Theatre-"Oliver!"

16

ANDERSON-The Neil Wolfe Trio.
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Spend part of an
Indian Summer
on Fripp Island
and you might

7-25

9-11
GAFFNEY-Limestone College-"The
Bad Seed."

ANDERSON-Anderson Community
Theatre-"The Sound of Music."

16-18
17

Numerous maps and color
pictures.

GREEN VILLE-Little Theatre-"Hello,
Dolly."

15-19
COLUMBIA-Museum of Art-University
of South Carolina Chamber Music.

A Story About Indians, Their
Local Remains and Trails

Now on sale at your local bookstore

theatre

11

Cato-Lina

~

6

SPARTANBURG-Wofford CollegeSuzanne Bloch, Lutenist-Singer.

c:£0-uih

by Bert W. Bierer

GREENVILLE-Bob Jones UniversityStockholm University Chorus.

SPARTANBURG-Memorial Auditorium-"A Lerner and Loewe Concert,"
Spartanburg Symphony, High School
Chorus, Soloists.

.:::})i:1 awetinj

BEAUFORT-Little Theatre-"Fools
Rush In."

For details on golf,
.o... nside LaT.ai Inn•
rentals, homesites
write:

Department C
Fripp Island Resort
South Carolina 29920
Represented by Leonard Hicks, Inc.
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COLUMBIA-Fort Jackson-"Caesar and
Cleopatra."

21-23
GREENWOOD-Little Theatre-"110 in
the Shade."

Sea Island Resort Vacation

BOX

85

•

HILTON HEAO ISLAND • S. C. 29928

22

7-November 2
SP ART ANBURG-The Arts Center"Cities Like Ours," A Perspective.

23-25, 28-November 1

CLEMSON-"The Grand Design" (City
Planning).

11-November 9
GREENVILLE-Furman University"The Boy Friend."

12-18
23-November 1
FLORENCE-Little Theatre-"Mame."

NOVEMBER
20-22

For your exploration kit, write:
Charleston Trident
Chamber of Commerce

, ""'&
0

P. 0. Box 975, Dept. V

c,..,.....
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NOVEMBER
2-30
COLUMBIA-Museum of Art-"View
From My Camera," Hallmark Exhibit.

9-30

24

COLUMBIA-Museum of Art-Annual
Exhibition, Guild of South Carolina
Artists.

27-28

Even with an
18th century skyline,
playing here is strictly
20th century style.

LANCASTER-Annual Springs Art Show.

GAFFNEY-Limestone College-"Barefoot in the Park."

GREENVILLE-Furman UniversityAmerican Conservatory Theatre,
"Charley's Aunt."

Isn't it
time you
discovered
Charleston
So. Carolina?

5-November 2
COLUMBIA-Museum of Art-Sculpture
by Kenneth Beer.

SP ART AN BURG-Spartanburg Junior
College-S. C. Theatre Company,
"Shakespeare Revisited."

For the Golfer and Family
At lovely Hilton Head Island a wonderful
vacation awaits all the family at the luxurious oceanfront Adventure Inn and Villas.
Our guests have golf privileges on four
championship courses and the Inn's unique
Executive Course lighted at night. You'll
also enjoy our heated swimming pools, surf
bathing, the miles of beach, tennis, cycling,
boating, fishing and sightseeing .. . Too,
there's planned evening entertainment and
informal cookouts featuring delicious local
seafoods. Here you'll experience an adventure in leisurely living with superb dining
and gracious service.
Write for our color brochures

5-26
COLUMBIA-Museum of Art-Pastels and
Oils by Ellis Jacobson.

GREENVILLE-Bob Jones University"Romeo and Juliet."

tours
OCTOBER
29
GREENVILLE-Carolina Foothills
Garden Club Historic Tour.

miscellaneous
OCTOBER
Through October 31
OCTOBER
Through October 10
COLUMBIA-Museum of Art-"Avant
Garde" Exhibit.

CHARLESTON-Third Annual Charleston Trident Fishing Tournament.

6-11
GREENVILLE-American Legion Fair.

Through October 12
CHARLESTON-Gibbes Art GalleryArtists in Vietnam.

7
SPART ANBURG-Wofford College-Y ass
Hakoshima, Pantomime.

1~

7~2

DILLON-5th Annual Dillon Festival of
Arts and Crafts for Amateurs.

ORANGEBURG-Orangeburg County
Fair.
Sand lapper

9-11
FOUNTAIN INN-Fountain Inn Horse
and Buggy Festival.

12-18
SALEM-Hillbilly Day and Night Celebration.

13-18
SPARTANBURG-Piedmont Interstate
Fair.

18
SUMTER-South Carolina State Duck
Calling Contest.

20
GAFFNEY-Limestone College-Fine
Arts Week.

20-25
COLUMBIA-South Carolina State Fair.

23
SPARTANBURG-Wofford CollegeFounder's Day.

30
COLUMBIA-Carolina vs. N.C. State.

SALLEY-Chitlin' Strut.

horse shows

SPARTANBURG-Wofford vs. Furman.

18

OCTOBER

CLEMSON-Clemson vs. Wake Forest.

5-6
CAMDEN-4-H Club Quarter Horse
Show.

SPARTANBURG-Wofford vs. Newberry.

25

17-18
GREENVILLE-Greenville Fall Horse
Show.

CHARLESTON-Citadel vs. Davidson.
CLEMSON-Clemson vs. Alabama.
COLUMBIA-Carolina vs. Maryland.

football

SP ART AN BURG-Wofford vs. Emory
and Henry.

OCTOBER
4
CLINTON-Presbyterian vs. Wofford.

NOVEMBER
GREENVILLE-Furman vs. CarsonNewman.

1
CLEMSON-Clemson vs. Maryland.

11
CHARLESTON-Citadel vs. William and
Mary.

25-26

SPARTANBURG-Wofford vs. Appalachian.

BENNETTSVILLE-Bennettsville Historical Antique Show.

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

31-November 1

Mills' Atlas

CAYCE-Industrial Community Fair.

NOVEMBER
4
SP ART AN BURG-Wofford CollegeAlastair Reid, Poet.

Originally published in 1825 by Robert Mills, this Atlas contains
much fascinating information about the South Carolina of 144
years ago. An edition published in 1938 is now a collector's
item. This edition (Wilkins-Keels) with the maps in the same
size as the original is printed on fine quality paper. It contains
all of the 28 district maps and the state map.

$50 postpaid
10
GAFFNEY-Limestone CollegeFounder's Day.

26
ANDERSON-Anderson Christmas
Parade.

27-30
HILTON HEAD-Heritage Golf Classic.

28
COLUMBIA-Carolina Carillon.
GREENVILLE-Holiday Festival Parade
and Tree Lighting.

October, 1969

INDIVIDUAL DISTRICT MAPS
$6 each postpaid

Abbeville
Barnwell
Beaufort
Charleston
Chester
Chesterfield
Colleton

Darlington
Edgefield
Fairfield
Georgetown
Greenville
Horry
Kershaw

Lancaster
Laurens
Lexington
Marion
Marlborough
Newberry
Orangeburgh

Pendleton
Richland
Spartan burgh
Union
Williamsburgh
York

S. C. residents add 4% sales tax.
Send check or money order to:
MILLS' ATLAS
Sandlapper Press, Inc.
P. 0. Box 1668
Columbia, S. C. 29202

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
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8
CHARLESTON-Citadel vs. University of
Maine.
SPARTANBURG-Wofford vs. Catawba.

15
CHARLESTON-Citadel vs. Furman .

21
CHARLESTON-Citadel vs. University of
Chattanooga.

22
COLUMBIA-Carolina vs. Clemson.
GREENVILLE- Furman vs. Mississippi
College.
SP AR TANBURG-Wofford vs. CarsonNewman.

27
GREENVILLE-Furman vs. Wofford.

soccer
OCTOBER
18
CLEMSON-ciemson vs. Citadel.

24
CLEMSON-Clemson vs. Duke.

25
CHARLESTON-Citadel vs. Davidson.

29
CLEMSON-Clemson vs. Furman.

NOVEMBER
1
CHARLESTON-Citadel vs. Jacksonville .

4
CLEMSON-Clemson vs. Erskine.

5
CHARLESTON-Citadel vs. Furman .

13
CLEMSON-Clemson vs. Western Carolina.
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1. The smallest county is - - - .
A. McCormick; B. Calhoun; C. Bamberg.

== = = =

2. Imprisoned in the Tower of London as a spy was - - - .
A. William Bull; B. Christopher Gadsden; C. Henry Laurens.
3. South Carolina ranks - - - in size among the states of our country.
A. 31st; B. 39th; C. 41st.
4. The largest city of South Carolina is - - - .
A. Charleston; B. Greenville; C. Columbia.

= ====

ANT IQUES

PICRICCORN HOUSE. 1601 Richland St. , Colum·
b ia , S. C . 29201. Integrity, quality, and good taste
are our aim ; furniture , paintings, rugs, accessories
and g ifts are d isplayed in the interesting setting of a
la rge 18th century house .

NOTTINGHAM ANTIQUES . 166 Alabama St. , Spartanburg , S. C . 29302 . Dealer to the discr iminating. 18th
dnd 19th century furniture . Decorative accessories .
C ONSULT OUR PROFESSIONAL and talented Interior
Designe r. See our distinctive collection of old silver,
needlepoint rugs , crystal , porcelain and gifts . Palmetto Inte riors , 1000 Gervais St ., Columbia , S. C .
29201

5. The first English settlers arrived in - - - 1670.
A. March; B. April; C. May.

0<>C><>C><>C><>C><><=

6. The largest peach growing county in the world is - - - .
A. Spartanburg; B. Greenville; C. Union.

BOO KS

c:><=====

GITTMAN 'S ON DEVINE. 2019 Devine St., Columbia,
S. C. 29205. Ph. 254-5505. Retailers of new books,
print s, fin e bindings , specializing in South Caroliniana

and the Confederacy . Mail orders welcomed .

7. There are - - - counties in S.C.
A. 42; B. 44; C. 46.

OLD BOOKS , 65,000 carefully classified . Catalogs free .
Librar ies purchased , appra ised . The Attic, Hodges,
29653 .

s. c.

8. South Carolina ranks second in production of - - - .
A. granite; B. gravel; C. kaolin.

:x

= = = ==

GI FTS

= == = =

,c

SUNBURST HOUSE, U.S. 378, Serly St., Lex ington ,
S. C. 29072 . Distinguished wedding-Christmas gilts .
Decorative accessor ies. fabrics, wallpapers, accent
furniture . Selections by Interior Designers Dav id
Wessing e r, A. 1.D ., Edward Dick , A. I.D.

9. The first Federal architect was - - - .
A Mills; B. Jones; C. Allston.
10. President of the First Continental Congress at Philadelphia was
A. Rutledge; B. Middleton; C. Pinckney.

==== =

G EN ER AL

>C><>C><>c:><

==

THE ORIGINAL PAWLEYS ISLAND Hammock, old
maps, prints , etchings, books, handicrafts from the
Carolina Low Country . The Hammock Shop, Pawleys
Island , S. C. 29585 .

11. A hostile tribe of Indians were the - - - .
A. Saludas; B. Westos; C. Waxhaws.
12. The Star of the West was fired on by Citadel cadets from - - - .
A. Ft. Sumter; B. Ft. Moultrie; C. Morris Island.

<====>

N EE DLEW O RK

<>e><>e><K><>C><>

WILDFLOWER NEEDLEWORK PATTERN . 12" x 18"
pattern depic iting 25 S. C . Wildflowers. Pictured in
June , 1968 Sandlapper . Send $2 .08 plus 25¢ postage
and handling to: Sandlapper Press Inc., P. 0 . Box
1668, Columbia, S. C . 29202 .

13. The "Greatest South Carolinian" is considered to be - - - .
A. Rutledge; B. Calhoun; C. Hampton.
14. The Catawba Indians lived in the - - - .
A. north; B. west; C. south.
15. This tree does not have growth rings.
A. ash; B. palmetto; C. pine.
ANSWERS
1. A

2. C
3. B

October, 1969

4. C
5. B
6. A

7. C
8. C
9. A

10. B
11. B
12. C

13. B
14. A
15. B

Copy for "Interesting , Unusual Items and
Services " must be received in our office by
the fifth of the month preceding the first day
ot the month in which the advertisement is to
appear. Rates, payable in advance, are : a
single insertion-70¢ a word; three consecu ..
tive insertions--60¢ a word; six consecutive
insertions-55¢ a word ; 12 consecutive insertions-SO¢ a word . Minimum insertion 15
words
Request an advert ising form from :
Sandlapper Press , Inc., Interesting, Unusual
Items and Services, P. 0 . Box 1668, Columbia,
S. C . 29202 .
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Lancing, a derivation of the medieval sport
of jousting, is a popular pastime at Cedar
Swamp . Tournaments, usually held in the
spring, attract large crowds of enthusiasts.

Ten miles east of Kingstree, in the Williamsburg County
section of South Carolina 's Low Country, there lives a group
of people with a special kind of philosophy- a philosophy
which has come down from generation to generation since
the county was founded in 1732
68
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By Eleanor W. Foxworth

They Don't Count The Time When
They're

PLEA

hey are residents of the community of Cedar Swamp, and
they number fewer than 100
families. Dargan Haddock, county
commissioner and landowner of
that area, epitomizes their style of
living with these words: "Come
pleasurin' time, we Cedar Swamp
folks don't count the time." The
residents-men, women and children-work hard during the week,
but "come pleasurin' time," things
are different. They love life, and
they enjoy it.
"You can say these folks-as a
group - are well-adjusted and
healthy," remarked one of the community's physicians. The young
people of Cedar Swamp, according
to Superintendent of Kingstree
Area Schools Leonard D. Reynolds,
' 'are very cooperative and wellmannered. They have a great appreciation for the things of nature-the
great outdoors and young animals-which I wish for all American
young people. This is the kind of
background our youth need. Too,
the parents of these children emphasize and enjoy family and community-centered activities. This also
is something American youth miss a
great deal, but which Cedar Swamp
young people have."
Just as their way of living has
passed down from father to child,
so has their land, which is still

T
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owned by descendants of settlers
who were presented their holdings
by the King of England. When
asked if any of the land could be
bought, one resident recently declared, "No real estate operator
need try to set up business in our
community; he couldn't extract a
sale no matter how much money
he'd give in exchange."
This land, according to an agricultural expert living in Kingstree,
is some of the richest in the United
States. The soil is excellent for
tobacco, soybeans and grain. Bays
have been drained and pines have
been planted. Adjoining the farmland is one of the state's biggest
tracts of timber, owned by Westvaco and International Paper Co.
Indeed, one who knows land can
understand why these landowners
hold on to theirs as though it were
"a part of the family"-for it is a
precious possession. "Good land
makes for good families, and this is
true of Cedar Swamp," reflects
someone who knows the land and
the people of Cedar Swamp.
"But what are the forms of pleasurin' of these folks?" one asks.
There are many, but the sport with
which these folks are readily associated is lancing. When their English
ancestors left the shores of Britain
237 years ago and settled in this
area, they brought with them their

RIN'

love for horses and tournaments.
Jousting, in which a rider would
run his 7-foot lance through
another jouster while on horseback,
either injuring or killing him, was
the Old World sport. In lancing, the
Cedar Swamp counterpart of the
sport, a rider attempts to drive his
lance through three rings, usually
two inches in diameter, and endeavors to keep these rings on his
lance as he finishes his run on the
75-yard course. These tournaments
are usually held in the spring and
attract a large following.
Living in an area in which the
woods are filled with game ( and the
private ponds and Black River are
filled with fish) it is natural for the
residents to enjoy hunting and fishing. Boys are taught how to shoot
as soon as they are strong enough
to handle shotguns. Hunting for
dove, quail, squirrels, rabbits and
deer is almost second nature to
these youngsters.
Since so many men need hounds
for fox and deer hunting, Murray
McCrea has provided a great service
for the hunters with his M & M Dog
Kennels. He travels to North Carolina, Georgia and Tennessee for his
hounds. Between June and October
of 1968, McRae sold 219 dogs to
sportsmen across the state.
Mothers and sisters join the men
of the family in their love for fish69

A favorite Sunday afternoon act1v1ty of the young men
is lounging in front of E. W. Prosser's country store.

Fox and deer hunting being popular activities of local sportsmen, Murray McCrea's kennels provide them with hounds.

ing. Almost every family at Cedar
Swamp has its own private pond.
And when the "brim," redbreasts
and bass are not biting in the
ponds, the folks journey the few
miles to Brown's Landing, where
the Black River runs through this
part of the county, and where a
fisherman rarely comes home without a "mess" of fish. Sometimes
the womenfolk take with them an
iron skillet, so they can cook the
fish along the riverbank while the
fish are fresh and tasty.
Cedar Swamp folks also enjoy
good eating and the fellowship in
community suppers and homecomings. During the fall and winter
months they flock to Maxey Cantley's on Friday nights for barbecue
suppers. Crowds from as far away
as Georgetown and Columbia join
Cedar Swamp and Kingstree folks
at this form of pleasurin'. The Cantleys usually cook between 20 and
50 hogs for each Friday night affair. As one goes through the line,
plate heaped high with lean meat
and highly seasoned ribs, to which
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are added tempting slaw, rice and
homemade chocolate cake (for
which Cantley women are famous),
one thinks of unfortunate friends
who have never been to a "hot
supper" or any of the other
functions enjoyed by persons who
live in small communities.
Those suppers are hard to forget.
There was a Kingstree soldier,
stationed in Texas during World
War II, whose desire for a barbecue
supper was so great that he asked
his father to take a plate to the
Charleston airport and send it to
him by plane.
This community is also known
for the homecomings at Cedar
Grove Baptist Church and Cedar
Swamp Methodist Church. When
one church is having its homecoming, members of the other
church prepare food and attend,
just as they do for the event at their
own church. Persons who have
never been to a homecoming at
Cedar Swamp are urged to come
prepared to taste all the culinary
delights-for the food is superb and

the recipes are not generally
known, or available.
The third Saturday night of each
month is the time for another type
of pleasurin' for Cedar Swamp
folks. It is the night of the famous
"Brown House Dances." Originally
the home of the late Willie Brown,
the property was bequeathed to his
daughter, Mrs. Thelma Haddock,
and she and her husband, Dargan,
originated the idea of using this
building for dances. Twenty-five
couples within the community, together with their guests, gather to
dance to the music ranging from
swing to rock. They even have their
own "homegrown" orchestra,
under the direction of Burch Duke.
Dancing was popular also in the
lifetime of Dr. Samuel Davis
McGill, a Presbyterian elder who,
during the ministry of a strict Calvinist, was almost thrown out of
the church because he and his family invited their friends home for
dancing to the accompaniment of
local fiddlers. The instance is recorded in McGill's "Reminiscences
Sandlapper

Twenty-five couples and guests gather for the "Brown
House Dances" the third Saturday of each month.

Boys such as Wayne and Johnny Jordan are taught
to hand le rifles and shotguns at an early age.

together with friends for a hog killof Williamsburg County."
The newest form of pleasurin' is ing, where they mix work with sogathering at E.W. Prosser's air strip, cializing. Summertime means softnext to his store, on Sunday after- ball games for all ages, and local
no on s and flying around the churches sponsor teams. From each
countryside in one of the five Piper church there is a team for the
two-seater airplanes stationed there. young men, one for the older men,
Gene Brown, owner of one of the and one for the women. And there
planes, found flying such a pleas- always is a crowd of spectators.
ure, he felt others might like it. He These games are held every weekarranged for Susan Mintz (Withrop night-except Wednesday, which is
student and native of Andrews) and reserved for prayer meeting.
In taking stock of Cedar Swamp
her husband Jimmy of Rock Hill to
come down on weekends to teach folks, one notes many things: No
Cedar Swamp folks to fly. Now welfare agency is needed in this
many a young pilot may be seen community, for the folks work
hard and take care of their own
flying over the woods and rivers.
Older pilots enjoy taking their when there is sickness or need.
families up to view their land and When cotton lost its primacy, the
crops. Some farmers take this op- people of Cedar Swamp prepared
portunity to take stock of their themselves to enter business and
planting. Sometimes local business- industrial jobs in Kingstree to supmen utilize the local landing strip plement their farming and cattle
rather than take commercial flights incomes. Sheriff Don Cox does not
have to be bothered with these
from Charleston.
Cedar Swamp people enjoy pleas- law-abiding citizens. And they keep
u ri n' together as families and the democratic process meaningful.
groups. During the winter, about In last November's election, 145
Christmas time, a family will get Cedar Swamp folks voted (accord-
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ing to the Nov. 7, 1968, issue of
The County Record) and that
number, according to the county
commissioner, represented all the
registered voters.
Citizens of this community have
provided leadership in Williamsburg
County and beyond: A probate
judge, Wattie Snowden; a clerk of
court, Omeka Ward ; the first
county superintendent of education, Dr. Samuel Davis McGill; a
mayor, Frank McGill; numerous
teachers, warehouse executives,
businessmen, a couple of millionaires-and a host of other good
folks. As Cedar Swamp youngsters
finish college and return home,
they continue to provide community and county leadership.
Just as people everywhere have
problems, so it is with residents of
Cedar Swamp. Yet, their love of life
continues strong, and their philosophy remains: "Come pleasurin'
time, we ... don't count the time."

Eleanor W. Foxworth is a free-lance
writer from Rock Hill.
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Bette Coburn

EXPRESSIONISTIC
ABSTRACT "~
ARTIST
By
Charles E. Thomas

"Turn

"The rapid growth of the
Guild of South Carolina
Artists during the past several years is directly proportional to her efforts with
that organization as an officer. She is well known
among artists and layman
alike all across the State."
JACK A . MORRIS

JR .

DIRECTOR , GRE E NVILLE COUNT Y
MUSEUM OF A RT
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it upside down. Turn it sideways. If it's a really good painting, it should stand the test.
"Some people think it's hilarious
when a museum accidentally turns
a painting upside down," says Bette
Lee Coburn, one of Greenville's
professional artists. "But it's not all
that funny. A painting that can
stand being turned upside down is a
good painting. It's got the element
of good design."
Before moving to South Carolina
13 years ago with her husband
Marvin, a textile executive, Bette
Coburn was a portrait painter and
commercial artist in Chicago. But
over the years her style has changed
from an impressionistic one to what
she describes today as "expressionistic-abstract."
"But you can't really describe a

work of art," she says. "You have
to see it."
Her works have been shown
nationally and internationally. Her
oil painting, "Ritual," is one of 80
oils and water colors entered by the
United States in the international
exposition which opened in February at the Municipal Casino in
Cannes, France. It traveled to
Chateau de la Napoule in Napoule,
France, and from there to the
London Public Art Museum in
London, Ontario, Canada, where it
will be on exhibit through this
month. Only works by professional
women artists were included in this
competition.
Audiences in the United States
have viewed her work in galleries
and museums from New York City
to Florida, from Atlanta to
Sand lapper

Chicago. In Columbia, one of her
paintings hangs in the Governor's
Mansion.
A native of the Midwest, Bette
Lee Coburn studied art at Grinnell
College in Iowa, at the prestigious
Art Institute of Chicago and at
Evanston Art Center. Later she did
work at the University of North
Carolina and taught art in Furman
University's Adult Education Division. She currently is on the faculty of the fast developing Museum
School of Art of the Greenville
County Museum.
Bette Lee Coburn feels that
many people do not understand
modern art because they have not
been exposed to it. Young people
often have greater appreciation for
new art forms, she says, because
they have seen and studied them.
' 'To appreciate abstract art you
have to see it, you have to study it,
know it until it comes to you
emotionally.
"Like music, it is very personal.
A symphony is not made up of
familiar sounds of honking horns
and other everyday noises, but of
the composer's notes. This is what
the artist is doing in abstract art.
The artist is not trying to fool the
public.
''Trying to say something
through a painting is not the
thing," she says. "Creating a work
of art is the idea. The painter
creates and it is the beholder who
gives meaning to the work.
"When I look at a painting I
want it to change, to take on different meanings," she explains.
"You start out with color and elements of design. The unconscious
sort of takes over and your painting
becomes a continuous, unconscious
flow."
She doesn't believe, however,
that this technique opens the door
to those with little or no knowledge
of art. "You can tell who is professional and who isn't by the degree
of continuity and design in the
painting," she says. " 'My child
could do that, or a monkey could
paint like that' is just a lot of rubbish."
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Titling her work is Bette Co- awards, is represented in 13 public
burn 's biggest problem. She tries to collections, and has exhibited 26
use "titles that do not pinpoint one-woman shows and numerous
anything in particular so that view- other shows. Awards have come
ers may use their own imag- from the Guild of South Carolina,
ination." Titles such as "Green The Greenville County Museum of
Theme," "Encounter," "Affinity," Art, the Ad Club Sidewalk Art
"Gentle Siege," for example.
Show, the Greenville County Fair,
Deciding which side should go up the University of South Carolina,
and which down is also a problem. the Spartanburg Art Association and
"I turn a painting all sorts of ways the National Pen Women.
Among Bette Coburn's honors
after it's completed," she says.
"Then I decide. But I never sign it have been mention in the "Dictionuntil it is framed, in case I should ary of International Biography,"
change my mind. That's the stage at "Who's Who of American Women ,"
which you get advice from just "Who's Who in the Southwest and
about everybody except the dog." South" and "Who's Who in AmerPossible sources of advice are ican Art." In 1962 she was elected
the Coburn children, a son and a Woman of the Year in Art by the
<laughter, both artistically inclined. Greenville Piedmont, a once-in-aThe son, who has completed his lifetime award.
sophomore year at The Citadel,
But she is not content to rest
plans eventually to enter a field of upon her laurels. Bette Lee Coburn
design or architecture. The continues to evolve her own style
daughter entered college this fall of colorful expressionism, in which
with plans to major in journalism up is down, left is right-until she
and creative dance.
puts her name on the painting.
Their mother, a prolific artist,
could well be a pacesetter for them. Charles E. Thomas is a free-lance
Bette Coburn has won 33 painting writer from Greenville.

SPRING RITUAL

- Photo by Van Moore
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CHARLESTON
VERSIONS OF GREEK
A

dozen major styles of architecture have been imported to
Charleston and the surrounding
Low Country since the first settlement on the Ashley River in the
17th century. However, whether
the architectural style has been
marked by the lingering force· of
the basic medieval dwelling with its
choppy floor plan, or Georgian
baroque, or the Classic Revival
styles of Palladianism or the Adam
brothers, or even the rich Victorian
manner, the influence of Charleston
has had its way and the dwelling
has come more to resemble what
the region demanded than what a
distant architect may have wished.
Available building materials, the
land, the climate, the need to catch
the prevailing breezes, a basic sense
of conservative taste-these are the
elements that have won in the end.
But no one need regret the victory
of the city's character. This persistence has left Charleston with street
upon street of homes which fit together with a harmony found in no
other single city in America.
Greek Revival architecture- the
final phase of the classic revival
movement-was among the styles
which felt the city's influence when
it found its way to Charleston during the early decades of the 19th
century.
When we hear of a Greek Revival
dwelling, we first see in our mind
that prototype of the Southern
plantation house in Alabama or
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A variation in the Greek Revival architecture of the Alexander Hext Chisolm
House (ca. 1836) is a graceful spiral staircase placed next to a semi-circular wall.

Georgia or along the banks of the
Mississippi River. We have seen the
Hollywood version so frequently
that we have a fixed image; one
that seems to offer few variations.
But despite this generally accepted notion of the limited possibilities of the dwellings of this
period (a house stuffed into a
temple shape), the houses of this
style were greatly varied. Compare
the dwellings of the antebellum

days in Savannah, in Charleston and
along the North Carolina coast.
Though similar in motif and certain
details, the residences of these three
nearby areas have little in common
despite parallel dates of construction, and differ even more
from those country houses of states
farther west.
In Savannah, we find the strong,
elegant style of English Regency as
practiced by William Jay. Along
coastal North Carolina, we will see
a simpler utilitarian dwelling of the
square- or T-plan with its consistent
portico and four columns. In surveying Charleston's Greek Revival
examples, we find the same variety
as in Savannah but a completely
different approach to floor plans
and mass.
C 1ass ical details as well were
tailored to Charlestonian tastes.
Moldings and trimwork were reduced to give a more massive appearance; the slender overly pretty
Adam columns were abandoned for
the power of Doric simplicity; interior paneling gave way to bare
plaster walls; elaborate Georgian
mantles became plain slabs of white
or black marble; ceilings were
higher and windows stretched from
floor to ceiling.
These classical details were, however, merely the surface reflections
of a considerable advance in building techniques and improved interior design. America's innovators
of Greek Revival architecture-the
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By W H. Johnson Thomas
REVIVAL DWELLINGS
English immigrant Benjamin H.
Latrobe, Robert Mills of Charleston and William Strickland, who
once practiced here-prided themselves on their ability as engineers
as much as their ability as architects. So in Charleston, as in other
parts of the country, we find more
sophisticated room arrangements,
special stair halls and neatly contrived service wings that were
simply left out of earlier dwellings.
The Greek Revival, for most
areas, may be placed between 1820
and 1860. Charleston adopted the
new manner somewhat late and
there was little expression of the
fresh, strong style before the late
1830s. This tardiness may be attributed to the city's satisfaction
with old forms and an overly conservative sympathy; but a shortage
of money during the earlier depression is probably the true cause.
A drastic fire cut through much
of Charleston's uptown area in
1838, destroying most of what is
now the Ansonborough district.
This single fire no doubt did as
much as the growing prosperity to
give the Greek Revival a boost.
Today a visitor may follow the path
of the fire in such an area as Hasell
Street and see a full range of this
classical 19th-century fashion,
though mostly on a small scale.
The massive Greek Revival
mansions may be found in every
part of Charleston. Among the earliest of these homes are the Roper
October, 1969
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The builder of the Joseph Aiken House,
a brick dwelling, abandoned pure Greek
architecture and employed a full-length,
tetra-style portico without a pediment.

House at 9 East Battery and the
Edmonston-Alston House at 21
East Battery. In these two large
houses, looking out over High Battery to Charleston harbor, we find
the Greek Revival expressed but
greatly under the control of the
city's older patterns.
Both are shaped as "single
houses," standing on deep, narrow
lots, with the general room plan
forming a long rectangle rather than

a square and seldom being more
than a single room and a hallway
deep at any point. The piazzas
stand to the south side, as with earlier residences, but the care taken
with the colonnades shows the new
fondness for Greek ideals.
The Edmonston-Alston House
actually predates the Greek Revival
movement in Charleston, being
built in 1829 by a Scottish-born
merchant prince, Charles Edmonston, but it was remodeled
after 1839 to suit the fashion. Edmonston got deeply in debt at this
time and his house was sold to satisfy his creditors.
The buyer was Col. William
Alston of the well-known planter
family. He gave the three-story
house to his son, Charles Alston,
who redecorated it, adding a third
story to the piazza, a parapet at the
roof level (which still bears the
Alston coat of arms); also, he is said
to have installed the first system of
gaslights used in any house in
Charleston.
The Roper House is more Greek
Revival in essence than its neighbor,
though its basic plan is little different. Constructed in 1838, the
dwelling massively exemplifies the
local version of the style. The twostory grand colonnade, almost overbearing in size, might have been
designed to be seen from the
harbor.
In the floor plan of the mansion
we find another example of the
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Above: The entrance to the Isaac Jenkins
Mikell House is not through the tall
Corinthian portico but, rather, on the
west side. The floor plan is a complete
break from stereotyped plans which
existed before the Greek Revival came to
Charleston. Above right: Although the
Edmonston-Alston House predates the
local Greek Revival movement, it was remodeled in this fashion in 1839. Its system
of gaslights is said to be the first used
in a Charleston dwelling. Far right: The
Roper House, with a two-story, grand
colonnade, massively exemplifies the
local version of the style. As with the
Mikell House, the entrance is through
the side rather than the front piazzas.
-Photos by Dewey A. Swain
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development in basic structure that
came with this period. The entrance
is not by way of the piazzas but is
set to the north side, opening into a
hallway running along one side of
the building. This hall also permits
the large main rooms to enter directly into each other.
Despite its physical prominence,
the Roper House survived the Civil
War bombardment (A hunk of
metal from a giant Blakely cannon
blown up on the Battery in 1865 is
still lodged in the roof.) and was
built solidly enough to stand firm
against the earthquake of 1886.
One result of the latter incident was
the placing of earthquake rods
through the building; but even
these were decorated with rod caps
in the shape of lions' heads.
Another large dwelling of this

period that offers a variation on the
style is the Alexander Hext Chisolm
House at 172 Tradd St. Probably
built around 1836, the Chisolm
House employs the front portico,
T-shaped floor plan that agrees with
most persons' conception of the
typical "planter's country mansion."
In the portico is used that variety
of the Corinthian order from the
Choragic Monument to Lysicrates.
The T-shape arrangement gives us
the Charleston double house, but
planned to a more sophisticated
degree, especially evident in the
large stairway hall where a graceful
spiral staircase is placed next to a
semi-circular wall.
A further development in Greek
Revival planning may be seen in the
large brick dwelling at 20 Charlotte
Sand lapper

St. that was built for Joseph Aiken
during 1848 and 1849. Here we
find an abandonment of any attempt to follow a pure Greek line.
The builder uses a full-length tetrastyle Greek portico (with no pediment) which formerly had modified
Tower of the Winds capitals, but a
two-tiered recessed Italian loggia
extends back on the west side of
the house.
One of the last of the great
Greek Revival mansions built in
Charleston before the Civil War was
the Isaac Jenkins Mikell House at
the northeast corner of Montague
Street and Rutledge Avenue. It was
built in 1853 by one of the great
sea island planters for his third
wife. In later years it served as
Charleston's public library, but has
since been restored and reverted to
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a private dwelling.
The dwelling has a tall Corinthian portico with pediment and
faces south into a large garden filled
with magnolia trees. The entrance is
actually to the west and leads into a
stair hall on the north side and then
through to a long west wing that
extends deeply into the eastern
portions of the property, with no
attempt made to box the full building into one simple rectangle.
The double drawing rooms open
directly into each other without
being broken by a hall; thus, the
possibilities for free circulation are
fully employed. Here we have a
complete break from stereotyped
floor plans that existed before the
Greek Revival came to Charleston.
This first of the truly national
styles of building came a gen-

eration or so after the Revolutionary War when Americans
wished for a complete break from
the effete and decadent European
life. With the rejection of English
and French culture, it was natural
for the young nation to turn toward the older ideals of ancient
Greece and Rome. The love for
Doric columns, an unadorned
portico, an unbroken cornice running full about the building, expresses the yearning for greater
purity of design, the need for
forms to match the sturdy indiv id u ali sm of the newly born
United States. Charleston's Greek
Revival houses reflect the fulfilment of this need.

W.H. Johnson Thomas is a freelance writer from Charleston.
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SEIBELS
'
BRUCE
AND
COMPANY
This sketchbook, which will in- G. Seibels, because of his skill as a
clude water color reproductions cotton loss adjuster and because of
suitable for framing, with legends his company's long abiding interest
explaining each painting's signif- in the fortunes of cotton and
icance, is being offered free to the cotton insurance, was a power bepublic, although a nominal handling hind the throne. Seibels' knowledge
charge will be made to defray ship- of cotton paved the way for the
ping costs. The paintings, commis- next important phase in the firm's
sioned exclusively by Seibels, Bruce life-the establishment in 1910 of
for its 100th anniversary, are the company offices in Russia (and subworks of well-known contemporary sequently in other countries) to
South Carolina artists. The originals underwrite cooperatively the
will hang in the company's home cotton business.
office in Columbia.
It then followed quite naturally
rom its beginning as a local
The decision to produce the that Seibels, Bruce obtained a genagency in 1869 to its position sketchbook was made in recog- eral agency representation of other
today as a worldwide insurance nition of South Carolina's Tricen- companies and consequently dismanagement and reinsurance lead- tennial celebration, which begins in continued their local agency operer, the history of Seibels, Bruce & 1970. The opportunities of the first ations.
Co. runs the gamut from carpetbags 100 years of the company closely
At this point it is significant to
to cotton bales to clover, encom- parallel the history and progress of mention that this family firm, havpassing a century of progress and a the Palmetto State in its third ing carried the Seibels name for
reputation unsurpassed in the in- century.
more than 50 years, was about to
Born in the midst of the "carpet- undergo a name change in order to
surance industry.
Commemorating its 100th anni- bag" Reconstruction era in Colum- recognize the services of a faithful
versary this year, Seibels, Bruce is bia, this firm, conceived as the and important employee, Charles J.
one of the nation's leading fire re- Seibels and Ezell Agency, was Bruce. Then as now, the firm valinsurers and writes a substantial vol- strictly a small family business sell- ued highly the contributions of
ume of reinsurance from foreign ing insurance policies and real es- dedicated employees, and Seibels,
tate to the public.
countries.
Bruce has been a worthwhile busiIn recognition of the important
In 1897 the company took its ness for those who have devoted
part that history plays in the build- first giant step toward the pinnacle their working years to its progress.
ing of a secure and solid company, of the insurance industry by com- This policy has prevailed throughand in appreciation and pride in the mencing operations as a general out the firm's history, where huge
company's deep roots in South agency, representing the Southern numbers of employees have served
Carolina, Seibels, Bruce is produc- Department of Glens Falls Insur- faithfully for as long as 25 years,
ing a sketchbook of South Carolina ance Co.
and several for as long as 50 years.
history to celebrate its centennial
Cotton was the financial king in
The phase of insurance which
year.
the South at that time and Edwin probably has exercised the greatest

100th
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At left: Dock Street Theatre of Charleston, painted by Arthur Str~et. Below:
Entrance to the Horseshoe on the University of South Carolina campus, painted
by Candy Yaghjian. Both belong to
the Seibels, Bruce Centennial collection .
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influence over Seibels, Bruce was ance Co., sponsored by Seibels,
the company's entry into the re- Bruce in 1953 as a reinsurance cominsurance field in 1928. From that pany, now covers the agency and
point its far-flung reinsurance activ- general agency field.
Feeling the need of a life insurities have extended throughout the
United States, Canada, Central and ance affiliate, Seibels, Bruce sponSouth America, Free Europe, India, sored the development of Argus
Japan and, in fact, the entire Free Life Insurance Co. in 1960.
These combined operations,
World.
In 1925 John J. Seibels had seen company managers and reinsurance
the need for reinsurance facilities managers annually produce premfor smaller companies-those doing iums in excess of $40 million. This
business in a restricted area where a would seem to represent the fourspread of risk was difficult to ob- leaf clover of good fortune which
tain. Thus developed the Southern serves as the company trademark several three-drawer filing cabinets
Reinsurance Exchange, and Seibels today, 100 years after its founding. requiring a minimum of floor space.
Although he was never able to
served as its president until his
Ingenuity and a progressive attideath in 1961. Although the ex- tude have been dominant traits in . patent his idea and never received
change has outgrown its original the men who have served Seibels, any remuneration for it, Edwin G.
concept of small companies and Bruce, beginning with its founder Seibels is recognized by the Smithlimited geography, it continues to Edwin G. Seibels. Never one to con- sonian Institution as the inventor
operate on a basis of equal give and tinue an old way of doing things if of this significant contribution to
a better way were possible, Seibels business efficiency.
take.
Another essential step in the in 1898 took a scrutinizing look at
The spirit of its founder has
growth story of Seibels, Bruce has the company's filing system and prevailed at Seibels, Bruce
been the organization's sponsorship was not satisfied with what he saw. throughout its century of progress.
of several insurance companies for Tackling the problem with his usual The men who head the company
which it has continued to provide energy and determination, he came today are energetic and alert, ever
officers and corporate management. up with an invention that was to conscious of the changes in their
The first of these sponsorships, benefit and change business pro- industry and ever on the lookout
the South Carolina Insurance Co., cedures throughout the world-the for a "better way" of getting the
organized in 1910, has been an vertical filing system. This proved job done.
enormous success. It is now a full to be practical, efficient, economThe first century of existence for
multiple-line company with assets ical and a tremendous space saver. Seibels, Bruce has been one of exin excess of $12 million, doing a Company records and papers, pansion throughout the world. Durnational business through general which up until then had been ing its second century Seibels,
agencies and an international busi- stored in envelopes and kept in Bruce will continue to grow on its
ness through reinsurance treaties.
pigeonholes and cardboard boxes, foundation of a solid reputation
Consolidated American Insur- could now be consolidated into and progressive ideas.
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The best defense against rising costs of hospital and medical
care comes from the preferred health insurance plan in South
Carolina. Comprehensive coverage with direct payment of the
highest benefits.
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Yours to spend ... a $535 dividend
Security Federal pays 5¥4%, compounded quarterly, on its $10,000 savings
certificates, giving you dividends amounting to $535.43 by the end of a year ..
yours to spend! Shouldn't YOU be saving at Security Federal?
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